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Red Cross

New Governor

0

THE LADIES RED CROSS
Governor Larrazolo issues a
GARMENT COMMITTEE
proclamation urging the drive
for the relief of Armenians and Acknowledge
the following
Jews in the "Near East" as out- donations for making garments
lined by the American Committee for four year old Belgian children,
It 3 too long for us to try to Mrs. C. C. Btlknap
4
set it with our meager facili4
Miss Irma Hall
ties but we will secure somo of Mrs. J. Florsheim
2 "
the stereo, ads for the cause.'
Mrs. Melville Florsheim 2
We feel that our people have
Mrs. Edgar Florsheim 2
been about bled white with the
Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson 2
many money getting exploitaMis3 Annabel le Leatherman 1
tions of thé past year and it is up Miss Mary Hern
2
to them to guard against disaster
2
Mrs. W, Hi Willcox
themselves throughout this bitter
Mills N, M. Branch 40
,
winter.
10 "
Solano Auxiliary
By Ladies Red. Cross
" The winter has moderated to
Garment Committee 19
90
a considerable extent and we are Total
hoping the range cows will socn
These Ladies who had not
find a bare spot occasionally on
to make the garments themtime
which to graze. They are looking selves hired them made and thus
pretty gaunt where they nave furnished employment for others
had to rustle their feed for the who could do this work, accompast three weeks,
good.
d
plishing a
f
The above garments were shipLieutenant Emmett Alldrege, ped January 4th and are now on
of Springer, 'is back at his Old thélí way to the children for
job in the train dispatcher's office whom they were made.
.
at Raton. He is still an expert
Mrs. Nelly Willcox Chairman
telegrapher as well as an army
officer of the kind the Nation is
proud of.
The results of the Red Cross
..
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Frank Howell, who, .you will
remember nearly broke his neck
to get away from here and go to
Oregon last summe- r- writes for
the S- -A to keep coming but he
complains about all the same old
Sale Notices and terms and other
things that don't interest him,
and begs for a little "News". Of

coui I ) news, to him is all about
crops and land sales and Dig
' yields and we can't' reach him
and still maintain our reputation
for truth and veracity. He says
the country there is all mountains
with very small valleys where
they farm. When the (.timber ia
cut from the mountains there is
nnthinar lef t. Lumber ia about
the only business there. The
are flooded by tide water
in the winter altho it iá 17 miles
from the coast. If Oregon" had
'
some of. New Mexico's farm land
and New Mexico had a lot. o:
:. Oregon's rainfall both wcüld be
... s
better off. .
His experience with both : re
statement
;
., suits in the following
which we know is sincer- e'T lile" this country very well
but I like N. Mexico so much bet
"
ter that I can hardly wait till
can setback there, so you may
look for me to blow in anytime".
;
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iom otrong, a uruuic ui uam
, Strong, of the F. M. Co. Ware- . nouse.
arnveu icvm wiawun
Saturday after a week of delay
on the road acct. of snow block-- ,
ade3. He is a soldier and was
booked for service in France, but
'
was in the hospital with Flu

Drive on this mesa under the
chairmanship of Mrs. C. L. Jus
tice resulted in a total membership of 313 members distributed
as follows
98
Mills
Solan.--- '
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Treasurer Brown Soldiers Letter

The YANKS ON THE MARNE

W.e are in receipt of a letter
from Harry Van Home, of Roy,
from Bourg France, which he
meant for his friends here. He
says "This is the rainest coun
Oh, the English and the Irish, and the 'owlin' Scotties, too
try I ever saw, It rains nearly
The Canucks and Austreyeluns, and the 'airy French poilu,
every
day. Grapes s the princiThe enly thing that bothered us a year before we knew
pal
crop,
every foot of ground
Wa3 'ow in 'ell the Yanks 'ud look, and wot in 'ell they'd do
is planted tó grapevines,
they even grow on the sides of
They 'adn't 'ad no trynein, they didn't know the gyme,
the houses.
They 'adn't never marched t much, their shootin' was "the
This town where we are billet
syme,
ed is on the side of a hill and sts.
An' the only thing that bothered us that day in lawst July
run lengthwise, to get from one
Was 'ow in ,ell the line'd 'old if they should run áw'y.
street to the next you go up or
down
stair steps, but you can go
Them leggy, nosey new 'uns,' just come acoss the seá,
their
taxes.
aronnd,
We couldn't 'elpbut wonder 'ow in ,ell their guts'd be,"
Phil Sanchez who has just reWe see nothing but one horse
An' the only thing that bothered us in all our staggrin' ranks
turned from Service of the past rigs f arjfravel and ox carts for
Was wot in 'ell 'ud 'appen wen the 'uns 'ad at the Yanks.
year in the Navy, will be his hauling the wine to market. Sundeputy and is now in charge of day morning is a sort of market
the office. He has had much ex day when the people bring their
My "word, it 'appened sudden w'en the drive ,ad first begun
perience in the Assessor's office produce to town and have stands
We seed the Yanks a runnin, Gaw Blimey, 'ow they run!
and also in that of County Clerk along the streets where they buy
But the only thing that bothered us that seed the chase begin
and his wife, who is a daughter and sell and visit and have a genWa3 'ow in 'ell to stop 'em 'fore they'd get into Berlin,
of State Treasurer. ' John R. eral good time. They are a hap
Strong, and wa3 for years her fa- py,
people in spite of
They djdn't 'ave no tactics but the bloody manuel,
11 the hardships they
deputy
in
ther's
County
Mora
the
have en
They 'adn't learned no orders but 'Ooray and give 'em 'ell.
office,
Ameris
Treasurers
his
give
They
assistant.
dured.
sure
we
But "the only thing that bothered us about them leggy lads,
places
alThis
"office
the
effi
boys
in
ican
a
welcome
warm
Was 'ow in 'ell to get the chow to feed their "Kamerads."
cient hands and Mr. Brown will though it is hard to conversé
remain at home and attend to his with them, but we get along.
So we're standin' all together in a stiffish firin' line.
private buisness and the interests Don't know where we go from
If anyone should awsk you, you can say we're doin' fine.
of Roy and community.
He is here but sure hope it will be for
Buttheonly thing that brthersu3, and that don't bother
glad enough to get back home.
'The States and Home" and a
much,
It
Mr. Pogue has resigned as way from this rain and mud.
Is 'ow in 'ell to get the dirt to bury all the Dutch,
clerk at the Fairview Pharmacy is nice and warm here and the
and Glenn Anderson ha3 begun grass and flowers ara growing.
Gaws trewth, it,s rotten fihtin' that all iur troops 'as seen
have never seen anything but
work as clerk in his place.
The 'uns a dirty plyer, 'cause 'e 'as always been;
rock
houses in France. They are
But the only thing that bothers us in 'andin' 'im our thanks,
built
of sawed sandstone and
JimChristman drvj to town
Is 'ow in 'ell we'd 'done it, if it wasn't for the Yank3.
pLóierd
inside and out and are
2Tuesday and got ti))-foof
o.d
as
as
the hills themselves.
inch rope for hia Weil drill. He
Oh, the English and the Irish, and the 'owlin' Scotties, too
buildings
Napoleon occupied
The
evidently intends to go down
The Canucks end Austreyeluns, and the 'airy French poilu,
still
here
used as dwell
are
ánd
after some water for someone.
The only thing that bot!.cr3 us don't bother any more-- ings.
t's why in 'ell we didn't know the Yankee boya before.
The Roy Union S. S.
1
Well Retreat is sounding. Chow
it 8 old oincers lor the coming follows and so I will close.
year last Sunday. G. R, Aber
Pvt. Harry C. Van Home,
J. P. Election
nathy, Supt., Rev. O. W. Ilearn Battery E, 47th Artillery A. E.
Pclaskics Weather
Asst. Supt. Miss Minnie Griner
Predictions
The election of Justice of the Treas., Miss Helen Bruce Secy., F. Dec. 16th 1918.
A temperature just high enough Peace and Constable for Precinct Miss Genevieve Brown
Asst.
R. Lopez was called to Albu
with a strong " wind from the No. 22, and all other precints in Secy., Miss Carol Fetzer Organ querque this week as a witness
.' mountains will set in about Jan. Mora County, will be held Mon ist.
in the Federal Courtin. the.Trais- 11th and continue for severil day, Jan. 13th. The followini
ih3 school is getting back in ter case from De Haven. Tho
days causing the snow o thaw citizejis nave been elected a3 its old form again after the long
case arises over the loss of a
and making mud. two or three judges, and Clerks.
vacation caused by the quaran package of P. 0. money from a
Judges " J. E. Wildman, R. tine and the period following.
weeks of ideal New Mexico sun
registered letter .mailed at the
Lopez,
R. A. Pendleton.
shiny weather will follow.
time Mr. Carter took charge of
Clerks Rev. O. W. Hearn, Mel
Govenór Larrizolo'8 Inaugura the P. 0. at De Haven and Mr.
ville Floersheim. Polling place Address
is the work Of ' an ac Traister resigned from the posibe
will
Office.
at
Judfre
Foster's.
the
oí
of
Justice
The election
complished orator and the senti tion Clint Traister and his son
Peace is the next excitement in
ments he expresses ind the prin are under indictment.
Roy and should be ta other pre i Springer papers report a case ciples he declares for are the best
cincts. Thus far Judge Foster of smallpox in that town. Seems
If he lives half way up to the
The demise of a burro on the
seems to have a clear field for like they always try to imitate sentiments he has declared for streets of Roy caused little comJustice. For Constable there are Roy in everything. As the school our hat will be off to him and he ment It is supposed to have died
two canidates, R. A; Pendleton girls would say "Copy Cats"
will be a great govenor. We shal of old age and the cold. This is
and Frank
villecre Marshall,
be but too glad to forget the past not Wagon Mound so no inquest
;
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds, the Music of his party and his own if he was held.
Schultz.
Mr. Schultz has received the Teacher, has, secured rooms at gives us an administration to
appointment as Deputy Sheriff the F. A. Roy residence and compáre with his inaugural dec
started a class in Piana Tuesday. larations.
under Sheriff A O. Trujillo.
J. Florsheim has been appointSo long as there is nothing else She has quite a large class to
ed Chairman of the Armenian
doin' we might as well have a start with and expects to add to
Cravens Plumlee and Lester and Jewish Relief Committee
little contest over the election.
it as her ability as a teacher be- Floersheim have returned to their here and 13 instructed to
collect
comes known in the community. school work at the State Univer- .$250
a3 our quota to this sum of
She hopes Jo be able t? $oop;r-at- e sity at Aibuquorque. These boy?
,000000,00 for this purpose.
L. M. Livingston, of Solan'
with the Public Schools for caught the spirit of the times if As usual
Jake will do his
had the misfortune this week for
the benefit of the pupils who they were denied military trainand those who can will com
his dairy cows to get to a. Stack
wanf music.
ing they intend to at least be pre
the coin.
of beans he had threshed and eat
larger
of
the
life
for
pared
the
and
died
so many beans that one
future,
he is worried . about the others.
Mrs. L A. Brown, of Liberty,
Ha Got th Other.
Where
Scarcity of feed makes cattle eat A Boer who fought with the Britis
reported to have suffered a
use
domestic
for
Melting
snow
anything they can find since the ish (orcos in the East Afrlcnn
stroke
of Paralysis, some time
industry
almost
an
s
recently operated ou for ex- has become
snow.
is recovering slowly and
She
Many
week.
past
traction of a bullet. Shortly afterward in Roy the
nn English surgeon remarked to him:
is
able
be up again. This cold
to
melton
families have depnded
the by, we took two bnlletq. out
very hard on old peo
is
weather
The Red Cross is sending out a "By
unlimited
of you.
Did you know there were ed snow. There was an
call for the Heifer Calves pledged two?" "Oh, yes," replied thfc Boer; supply of pure white 'snow to ple and we trust she will continue
to improve.
in the drive made last fall. There "one I got from the Gerraaun 'jtA the drawon however so
from you beggars at Colenso."
other
for
are a lot of calves branded
Manchester Guardian.
the Red Cross on the ranches of
S. H. Jenkins, the Roy barber
When He Got Practice.
this community but how they
again at the Plumlee Hospital
is
Flittbush They say our neighbor
could be brought in and shipped
suffering from a general breakwho has gone to the war Is wonderful
now is more than we can figure. In jumping over
down' following his recent illness.
and other obstructions.
We trust good care will soon
Bensonhurst Well, he ought to be
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Applegate expert nt it. You know, his wife used
have him back on the job again.
are assisting with the press day io do houseclcnning stunts four times
year.-- '
rush of getting out this issue. i
I am a candidate for the office
Theyj)lan to leave next week
Her Short Suit His Long One,
Mrs Styles Isn'J; her dress a poem?
of Constable in Key Precinct No.
for their new home at Rapelje
Sir. Styles Te, dear, and it has a
22 snbjeefc to the wish of the
rs
Montana so we fear we. will not characteristic
that I enjoy In poems.
t)(.
i
be able to call them in when we
.
i
of
the
i
i
Precinct.
"What Is tiiat. pray?
R. A. Pendleton.
"It's short."
need help in the future

F. S. Brown returned Sunday
from Mora, where he has been
having one of the most miserable
times of his life in three foot
snow and temperature of around
30 degrees below zero. He has
assumed the duties of the Treasurer and Collectors office, and
gotten out the tax notices which
will be mailed as soon as Mora
can secure stamps to mail them.
He secured an action by the
county Board deferring penalty
for another month to Feb. 1st so
the people can have a chanca to
get their notices and send in

(According to Mr. Thos, Atkins.)

go-luc-

.

Contributing 1
Sustaining members 1
'This is almost the number
credited in the published reports
to all of Mora County but we
suspect the R:y Chapter has not
placed its list where publicity
could get at it.

--

'

-

Tablo Branch left Monday for
po
Wyoming toiesum
d
sition. Ke went by way of Clay
ton to straighten up a tax matter
for a friend Jiere, He intended
stopping in Denver and might
secure employment there. Pablo
has had quite a long vacation for
him and just had to get back to
an active life again.
his-ol-

The Y. P.S..C, E. at the Chris
tian Church drew a large aud
ience Sunday evening and a good
program was rendered under the
leadership of Mrs. De Frees.

An

appeal by the president for mem
ber resulted in an addition of a
bout twenty young people who
have long, attended and taken
part but not signed the roster.
Election f officers resulted in
the election of Mr. F. A. Sargent
Mrs. ' My.ra De
a3 president,
Frees, Secy, and Teas., and Mrs.
Sargeant, Organist.
The next Sunday evening will

He is taller than Sam and bet be led by Mr. J. D. Wade.
ter looking. He will visit here for
some time and is interested in
WH Davenport was down from
the future of the mesa.
his farm at Mofax Wednesday on
business. He reports a, long hard
'
Now that the Holidays are o day's travel to get here and that
ver we hope to get back to nor liis brother, Alfred Davenport is
mal conditions again and print at Springer. He has received his
the S- -A on time once more. The discharge from the Army and
extreme cold weather has made will be greeting friends here
it hard sledding to print at all soon.
but that can't last always either.
We know as well as you do that
the paper has been far below our Jim Johnson remembered the
standard which is none too high
Thursday with his annual
at the best for some time, but we contribution of
e
and
can make it better and wr'.i in spareribs from his butchering
the future.
day at his farm. It came just in
time too. We were wondering if
W. L. Brockman of Mills takes the Lord would provide but our
Jim
no chanqe ci tciiig dropped from neAt meal is now assured.
payadvance
the
to
attended
also
check
in
gets
a
Sthe -A list and
for next year ahead of time to ment of his subscription acc't
which he never forgets,
send out notic33.
S-- A
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Malcolm, apolo- - an agitated fin ear to the butler, who
Joined her.
gtee!"
"Edwards," she whlspergs, "Qia you
The command was sharp, and her
hear what he said? Is it trae?"
son obeyed
"I don't know, ma'am."
"Caroline is tired out I'm sure," said
"Did Mr. Warren have a brother
do
will
air
"A
little
fresh
Mrs. Dunn.
"I didn't know that he had, ma'am."
her good. I was going to suggest tnat
you think it likely that
"Do you-- do
Malcolm and she and Stephen go for a
a brother like-li- ne
would
have
he
at
the
Is
door,
car
Our
it's
short ride.
that?"
out
not at all a bad afternoon and the
'
"I don't know, ma'am."
ing will be just what you need."
"Was Miss Caroline expecting him?"
"Thank you, Mrs. Dunn," said Caro
"I don't know, ma'am. She"
line gratefully. "I should like to. In"Oh, you don't know anythlugl
deed, I should. But we have been expecting a business call from Mr. Graves, You're impossible. Go away!
"Yes, ma'am," said Edwards tnaoK- father's lawyer,
"Oh, come on, els !" interrupted Ste fully, and went
phen. ."I'm dying to get out of tula
Mrs. Corcoran Dunn stood for some
jail. Let old Graves wait if he comes. minutes by the window, thinking, or
We won't be long, and, besides, It's not trying to think, a way to the truth of
certain that he Is coming today. Come this astounding development Finally
onl"
she creaklngly crossed the room and
"I'm afraid I ought not, Steve. Mr, spoke.
Graves may come and and It seems
"Mr. Warren" she said, "I feel
too bad to trouble our friends"
guilty in keeping you out there. Won't
"It's not trouble, it's pleasure," urged you come in to the library?"
Mrs. Dunn. "Malcolm will be delight"Why, thank you, ma'am, Im all
ed. It was his Idea."
right. Don't trouble about me. uo
When Caroline and her brother had right on with your readln' or sewln
gone for their wraps Mrs. Dunn laid a or knltttn' or whatever you was doiu
hand on her son s arm.
and- ""Now mind," she whispered, "see If
"So you are the late Mr. Warren's
you can find out anything during the brother?" asked the lady, making her
ride. Something more explicit about first lead in the game.
the size of their estate and who the
brother.
older
His
ma'am.
"Yes.
guardian is to be. There are all sorts Blje was ten years younger'n I am,
of stories, you know, and we must learn Mrs.-e- r"the truth very soon. Don't appear cu"Dunn. I am an old friend of the
rinns. but merely friendly. You un family."
derstand?"
"That's good. I'm glad to hear
"Sure, mater," was the careless reply,
they've got friends. When you're in

He wia hare 'til joke.
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CAP'N WARREN'S ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK CAUSES SOME
"
CONSTERNATION
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RAPID DEVELOPMENT IN LIVE STOCK
INDUSTRY Kl SOUTH IS OEPOHTEO

.

Atwood Graves, New York lawyer, goes to South Densboro, Cape
Cod, to see Captain KUsha Warren. Caught la a terrific storm while
on the way, he meets Cap'n Warren by accident and goes with the latter to his home. The lawyer Informs Cap'n Warren that his brother,
whom he had not seen for eighteen years, has died and named him as
guardian of his two children, Caroline aged twenty, and Stephen, aged
nineteen. The captain tells Graves he will go to New York and look
over the situation before deciding whether he will accept the trust

"III

DUmD.

HERD

DAIRY

A SOUTHERN

ON

FARM.

e
of further stimulating the
Industry a campaign Is being conduct- ed for the building of silos and improving the pastures in the state.
In South Carolina also the demand
stock as well as steers
for pure-bretor fall and winter feeding, far exceeds the available supply. In a num
ber of localities committees of representative farmers, accompanied by
specialists, have gone Into othei
(heir activities thousunds of pure-brestates
to purchase breeding stock. At
cattle are being shipped into every a recent disbursement sale of 24 head
of
fat
carloads
Southern state and
pure-brecattle, 21 of the animals
mar of
stock are being sent to
In the state, the farmers beremained
kets from farms where cotton for- ing anxious to retain them to build
merly was grown exclusively.
up their herds.
During a recent montn the special
Arrangements were made by Ten
ists visited 154 farms in 113 counties nessee stocKmen' witn tne union
Florida,
Arkansas,
of
In the states
Stock Yards company In Nashville for
Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, holding the annual sale of the Middle
South Carolina and Tennessee, and Tennessee Breeders' association at
traveled 32,587 miles to give specific the yards.
The company provided
Instructions to farmers and to con stall space for the cattle, a sale ring,
fer with other extension workers on and In other ways helped make the
They attended ten
beef production.
sale a success. The farmers of the
meetings, held twelve demonstrations,
state are much Interested In pasture
and through their efforts a total of Improvement and the keeping of live
bulls, 324 pure-bre129 pure-breRtock as a means of meeting the la- cows, and 1,805 grade cattle were bor nortage. nlueed- on farms In the different
gen
a
month
also
During
the
states.
eral conference was held at Memphis, BUREAU OF MARKETS
TVnn.. which was attended by state
IS H10ST RELIABLE
and federal representatives of the de
portment of agriculture, directors of

(Prepared by Hie United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.;
industry in the
The
Southern- - states is progressing at a
rapid rate". Some of the .things beef-cattextension specialists of the
United States department of agriculture are doing to "encourage a comproduction with
bination of
cotton growing are described In recent
reiwts from the field. As a result of

beef-cattl-

live-stoc- k

le

d

live-stoc- k

The two departed, leaving tneir iaay
visitor ensconced in the comfortable
chair. She remained in it for perhaps
The New York Warrens,
five minutes. Then she rose and saun
"TTS a box of a place, though, Isn't
tered about the room.
I
;
declared Mr. Stephen Warren,
Her reverie was interrupted by
contemptuously glancing about the
She Ustenea,
voices in the passage.
library of the apartment "A box, by
could hear nothing understandable.
but
name!"
a
Heavens,
blooming
what
shame
George I I think It's a
Evidently the butler was having an
"Hush! He can't help his name. argument with some one. It could
that we have to put np with it sis."
Mr. Warren sprawled In the most And father's was worse yet Abijan. not be Graves.
comfortable chair in the room, was Think of it!"
Edwards reappeared, looking trou
looking out through the window, across
"I don't want to think of It Neither bled.
the wind swept width of Central Park did the governor. That's why he drop"It's a a gentleman to see Miss Car
West, over the knolls and valleys of the ped it I suppose. Just what did Graves oline," he said. "He won't give his
foliage
and say? Give me his exact words."
park ltstíf, now bare of
name, ma'am, but says she's expecting
sprinkled With patches of enow.
"His partner, Mr. Kuhn, telephoned him."
His sister, Caroline, sat opposite to that everything was satisfactory. This
"What sort of a person is he, Ed- him, also looking ou'; at the December Captain Warren-- a ship captain1, 1 sup- - war)jS7
landscape.- She, too, was discontented pose he is would In all probability re- ,
twitched for an in
and unhrppy, though she tried not to fuse to accept the guardianship ana tafit wlth ft
ubled Bmlle; then it re-v
show it
tat rest, or ir
rnnwl its customary respectful calm,
"I maintain that we don't have to
"Refuse? I should think so. I'm I
t hardly know, ma'am. He's an
live Uke this," Steve went on. "We l- -t as certain father was Insane when idiah man. He I think he's from the
aren't paupers,, even though father he made that will as I am that I'm country."
wasn't so well fixed as every one alive. If he wasn't do you suppose
From behind him came a quiet
thought With management and care he would have put us and he estate chuckle.
we could have stayed In the old house,
It's "You're tight, commodore," sala a
at in the care of a down east Jay?Think
state experiment stations ana exten
I believe, and kept up appearances,
ridiculous!
Inconceivable!
It's
man's voice: "I'm from the country.
slon workers, state agents, veterinar Information Given Relative to
least What's the use of advertisings of It!. Suppose this uncle of ours had you guessed it'
lans. and others interested in promot
that we're broke?"
hla
out
lumped,
of
startled
Suppose, he had come to
Edwards
Chicago Stock Market.
"But, Steve, you know Mr. Graves accented.
ing more and better live stock In the
Intown here and any of our friends had respectable wits. Mrs. Dunn rose
said"
"What do you moan by this?" dmnd South.
him. This is our guardian, Cap dignity from her chair.
"Oh. yes. I know I You swallowed met
Shows.
Assist In
So Accurate nave estimates oren
od tho lady. "Who are your- ma
your
pardon,
am," aaia
Centre.'
be
Punkin
of
Warren
tain
I
U
as
he
every word Graves said, Caro,
Amona- the ninny duties of the beefdoor
the
That Shippers and Farmers In All
in
appearing
says
Uncle
intruder,
Llsh.
ye,'
friend-the
meet
to
Pleased
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THE SPANISM.AMERICAN.

,0

A trjr!ty of evih, closely allied, that aíllict
most people, and which" follow one on the
other, in the order named, until the last one
is spread through the system, leading to
many evils. uut their course can be cnccxca.

C0115I13

Catarrli

..

Quick Change in
'.Style of Gowns

j
I

--

'

PERUIÍA'CCriOUEES

It is of trreat value when used promptly for a coM.U3U- checking it and overcoming it In a lew days.
Ample evidence has proved that it is even of more value In overcoming chronic catarrh, dispelling the inflammatory conditions, enabling
the diseased membranes to perform their natural functions, and toning
up the entire system. '
The experience of thousands la a safe guide to what it may be expected to do for you.
Liquid or tableta both testad by the puLHc and approved,.

New York. It is time to chango a summary of historical changes in, tht
few things In women's apparel, assorts decolletage; It is easy to see that we
a prominent fashion authority. Wom- have done nothing new; but here Is
en are leaping from uniforms into what we are going to do at the immemedieval gowns of gold, and crystal, diate moment: Re rive the delta of.
and tulle In brilliant colors, and Into the Elizabethan times, the deep square
smashing furs and red street apparel. of Queen Anne, with Its tight, high
There are Significant changes work- Hue at the side of the neck, and the
COLUM3U3L CIKO
decolletage of he end of
ing up froin the ground. There is the
new decolletage which was prophesied the eighteenth rentury, with Its modIn this department weeks ago and esty piece of lac..
A Good Haul.
Return of Lace Collars.
which is coming into view as smart
"Did Miss Port catch unythlng on women exploit
We have gone through
season of
dozen now
a
Half
it.
.
that fishing party?"
ways of cutting the neckline have medieval severity in ihe neckline.
"Sure! She caught a bean."
leaped Into existence and a dozen new Women have aided nature which made
collars claim the blue ribbon" of ex- them ugly or cheated nature which
cellence. No matter whether we dress made tbem beautiful by going about
CHILD'S
differently about the hips "and feet, without any softening effect at the
we are dressing decidedly differently neck, by wearing coat collars of heavy
homespun unrelieved by white, and by
about the neck and even the wrists.
IF
TGÜGUE
lines of heavy velIt Is. In these significant changes the use of
thai the great mass of women are In- veteen and crepe which fashion kept
FEVERISH terested who do not feel that they can unadorned.
True to history this was, but not
afford entirely new gowns for the
true to art.- - There were few women
The artist who said that all changes who looked their best In such severHURRY, MOTHER! REMOVE POL
Today collars return slowly.
In fashons for women consisted in ity.
SONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
the placement of the bulge, or the ab- There "are still those who tell
LIVER, BOWELS.
sence of it, should have added that the you they are not smart, but at the
GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS open spaces in costumes were second exclusive house there Is a tendency
to put precious lace on the new neckin importance.
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
neckline;
Cut to the bone, there is no doubt line. It is not a
CONSTIPATED.
that he was right. The contour Is the it is a deep U which calls for a softthing. It Is where a garment goes ening outline and an extremely soft
In or out that determines its fash- arrangement of lace or tulle across the
ion. Few womeu there are who are bust.
The Queen Anne decolletage which"
brave enough to go against .. the
contour of the hour, even though It hugs the Bide of the neck and runs
opening
may not suggest the best there is in down into a narrow
is extremely smart, and it is banded
their figures".
with fur and then filled in with fine
New Decolletage.
The change in the neckline is per- folds of silk net.
It Is felt by those who have their
haps the most important to the aver
age woman. She has belief in herself hands on the pulse of fashlorrlhat the
when it comes to cutting a new kind oblong neckline of the Renaissance is
of neckline.
She feels that a good no longer smart, although it Is worn
women.
pair of scissors may be the medium of by some
Double Neckline.
transforming an old gown into a new
gown by the simple process of turnThere Is a disposition on the part
Look at the tongue, mother ! II ing an oblong neck into a round one, of some designers to make a double
neckline, and this they do by a subtle
one.
coated, it is a sure sign that your lit- a square one, or a
tle one's stomach, liver and bowels
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act naturally, or is feverish, stomach sour,
sore
breath bad; 'has titoniach-ache- ,
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup ol
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul,
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves out of th
little bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again."
You needn't coax sick children to
take this harmless- "fruit laxative;"
they love Its delicious taste, and it
always makes them feel splendid.
'Ask your druggist for a bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
directions for babies, children of all
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the
bottle.
Beware of counterfeits sold
here. ÍTo be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that It Is made by the "California Fig Syrup Company." Refus.
ny other kind with contempt. Air,
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Op en -- Minded?
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TIIS PERUNA COMPANY

Masked Battery.
"Pa, what Is a masked battery?"
"Pretty Hps concealing a shrewish
tongue, my son." Boston Transcript.
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SICK,

Thousands npon thousands of women
kidney and bladder trouble and
ever suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, ara often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa physician's pre- scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium, or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y, for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
have

t,

Their Use.
"Look how the rain Is pouring down
In sheets." "Thnt's all right; It's covering the bed of the street."
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay
Rum a small box of Barbo Compound,
and
Any druggist can
oz. of glycerine.
put this up or you can mix it at home at
very little cost. Full directions for making and use come in each box of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
and gloiisy. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and docs not rub ofi.Adv.

Men know that men are not born
equal, but nobody will admit It.

Don't trifle with a cold
it's dangerous.
You can't afford to risk
Influenza.
Keep always
box of
CASCARA

.

Pi QUININE

8tandaid cold remedy for 10 yews in tablet
form safe, lure, 00 opiates breaks up a cold
In 14 hours relieves (rip in 3 days. Money
back if it faili. The genuine box has a Red top
with Mr. Hill's picture. At AU Drug bteres.
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Clean the Acidity and Toxic Poisons
Out of the Digestive Tract
Millions are now suffering from the
after effects of the- - deadly "flu," a
fever or a cold. Their appetites are
poor; they are weak, and they are
waiting for their strength to come back.
If these people could only realize
that the return to health and strength
would be greatly helped by giving attention to the stomach that Is, removing the acidity and toxic poisons from
the entire digestive tract, making it
act naturally, so that the body will
receive the full strength of the food
eaten a great deal of suffering would
be saved to humanity.
Everyone knows that the disease it-- i
self, and the strong medicines that
have been taken, upset the stomach,
leave it hot and feverish, the mouth
'
dry, the tongue coated, a nasty taste,
and no desire to eat. This is a poor
foundation to build new strength on.
Now,' tens of thousands of people nil
over this country are using EATONIC
for the purpose of cleaning these
s
right out of the
poisonous
system and they are obtaining wonderso wonderful that the
ful results
amazingly quick benefits are hardly
believable. Just as shown In the re-

an
wf.nl' ahupe.
tried three
different ductor
but sot no relief.
As a laat peanrt I aent and rot a
box of K ATOMO and la mr greatest surprise Ihe Terr Brat tablet I
took neleit me. I can now eat anything I want, and feal fine."
Youra thankfully.
Fowler, Indiana
C. S. Martto
Dec. 4. 1V18
In

;

I

V. B.! ir you can mae an
of thla letter for suffering humanyou are at liberty to do ao.

It,

,
-
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decolletage in back of a black velvet evening gown which Is cut
high in front. This Idea is worked out in many types of gowns, even those
for street. Delta decolletage shown in new brocade evening gown in white
and gold. This neckline originated In the Elizabethan days.
All history Is filled with rapid
changes in the neckline, and so far we
have not had anything new. We have'
rung the bells of history all over again.
That is all.
When Edward TI was king of
England the women wore the georgette, which wrinkled about the neck
and spread outward over the chin and
the back of the head. This was introduced to fashion a few years ago
through a dancer and her clever
It Is still worn by women who
go motoring, and they make It of dark
blue crepe or veiling, rather than of

white satin.
When Richard II was king his
This is only one case out of thousands. French queen brought
over
the
You should make the EATONIC test
fashion of the low neck, and so, after
In your own case at once. You have
women dropped the neckeverything to gain not a penny can centuries,
gown from cMn to collar
of
band
the
you lose, for we take all the rlfck. Your
C. S.

M,

own common sense, your own feelings, bonej
When Elizabeth was queen of Engtell you that a good appetite, good digestion, a good stomach, with the fever land the delta decolletage was inventpoisons and effects of sttong medicines ed, and It ran along with another neckout of your system, will put you on the line that exposed all the chest and half
road to strong, robust hea(lh again.
shoulders, and then, as If by a

the
want to enjoy life again after sudden spasm of prudery, hid the neck
you have battled with, the "flu," fever and ears by an immense ruff.
or colds, or any other Illness that has
I came to the
When James
taken" your strength.' You want to get
England his queen introof
throne
back your
vigor, be full of pep
decollete, tight bodice
and enthusiasm be able to work with duced the very
with its immense, flaring collar of
ease, instead of listlessly,
wired lace at the back, and when
dragging out a mere existence.
of
Henrlette
Charles I allowed
markable letter... which Is published
So be sure to take a box of EATONIC
upon the request of this sturdy old Civil home with you today. We cannot urge France to lead the fashions for
War veteran. He Is 77 years old. Bead this too strongly. If EATONIC falls his court, there was the low, round
what be says EATONIC did for him: to give you positive henefleinl results, neckline that dipped well downward
aee- "I am as old soldier,
it will not cost you penny. There Is no in the back and was finished with a
had the Spanreare.
ente?en
risk the benefit Is surely nil for you. deep Vandyke collar that extended
iel) Influents and it left
atomacb
over the sleeves.
jpmM5Wpwraea j
"da é
In the picturesque days of Queen
I
X
the low,
Anne women Introduced
(
A
square cut decolletage, guiltless of collar, which our women have worn for
U
U
i
decades; and in the middle of the
A ' two
eighteenth century, in the Georgian
ACID-STOMACFOR YOUR
era, women used a simple decolletage
In a rounded V outlined with a
Over 0,Wffl ami atores throughout the I'nlted States sell and an arante
ISTNOTr
KATONIC,
If yaa cannot note's EATONR' quickly at your drns atore, de not be without wrinkled handkerchief as a part of
It. Write ua and we will wall you a biff Sue nni at once end you ran send ua the 6"e their street attire.
after you ret It. Add.! II. L. Kramer. Fres Í.AIOMÜ Kk:uKUX CO., 1M4 8. Waas)
Running Ve mind over this elle&t
Ave, Chicago, 111.
You
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open-minde- d.

American business is conducted by true Americans of
vision,
men who
believe in their country and strive
to meet their country's needs.
The men in the packing industry
are no exception to the rule.
open-mind-

ed

The business of Swift

&

Company has grown as the nation has progressed. Its affairs
have been conducted honorably,
efficiently, and economically, reducing the margin between the
cost of live stock and the selling
price of dressed meat, until today
the profit is only a fraction, of a.
cent a pound too small to have
any noticeable effect on prices.

The packing industry is a big;
vital industry one of the most
important, in the country. Do
you understand it?
Swift & Company

presents

facts in the advertisements that
appear in this paper. They are
addressed to every
person in tfr j country.
open-mind-

ed

The booklet of preceding Ct áptera in this
Story o the packing industry, will be mailed
on request to
Swift fit Company
Chicago, Illinois
Union Stock Yarda --

Swift & Company
U.S. A.

The first phonograph was made 40
years ago, but Its popularity Is of
moré recent date.

11
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Not Much.
Probably the most dangerous men
Recruiting Sergeant "Are you sin- are those who have honest mol i ves
gle?" Wlll-It- e
Rookie "Do I look like and dishonest practices.
twins?"' Leatherneck.

UPSET STOMACH

1

'

arm-pit-

-

Keep Yourself

Fit

You can't offord to be laid up with
kidneys in these days of
Some occupations bring
kidney troubles; almost any work
makes weak kidneys worse. If you feel
tired all the time, and sutler with lame
back, sharp pains, dizzy spells, headaches and disordered kidney action, une
Doan's Kidney Pills. It may save in
attack of rheumatism, dropsy, or
Bright' disease. Doan's Lave helped
thousands back to health.'
sore, aching
high prices.

A Colorado Cass
W. A. J. Hill, retired
Darner, 1215 kouu Ave.,

.

says:
Colo.,
Pui'blo,
"Kidney and bladder
trouble had been with
me for years. My trouble was from uric acid
poisoning, which had '
(rotten into my blood.
My back was wef
and
lame and I had rheumatic pains. My. kidL
neys were out ol order
and arot me up at nlcht.T
I
I used Ltoan g Kldney-I
.4
Pills and they made meM
AK--.- feel fine."
'
Cat Doan's at Anr Store, fiOe a Bos

TO

The moment you eat a tablet of
Pape's Dlapepsln all the indigestion
pain, dyspepsia misery, the sourness,
gases and stomach acidity ends.
Pape's. Diapepsin tablets cost little
at any drug store but there Is no surer
or quicker stomach relief known. Adv.
Too Much to Stand.
"I went into the battle singing."
. "Then no wonder you got the Huns
on the run." -

ward
the
Don't Ffirget Cutlcura Talcum
Take this change in the neckline When adding to your toilet requisites.
seriously. It wllj govern the clothes of
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
the next few weeks.
and dusting powder and perfume, ren1918,
(Copyright,
by McClura Newspaper
dering other perfumes superfluous.
Syndicate.)
You may rely on it because "one of the
White Collars.
Cutlcura Trio (Soap, Ointment and
In spite of the fact that some of Talcum. 25c each everywhere. Adv.
ths newest frocks hove no white at
the throat, and that others favor the
In Most Cases.
rounded neck, with lace and a pucker,
"How do you pronounce 'hauteur'?"
still others feature a white satin collai
"Hot air, In some cases."
that Is high at the neck and that exMany a girl with teeth like pearls is
tends In the front over tb bodici
.Quite to the waistline.
as stupid as an oyster.
to-

desks hide
Cravenettes and roll-toa great mnny things from the public.
p

arrangement of thin fabrics. A cer- PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS
tain designer has turned out a reSOURNESS, GASES, ACIDITY,
markably brilliant gown of raspberry
INDIGESTION.
chiffon having a deep
decolletage outlined with chinchilla
Undigested food! Lumps of pain;
which swings the .chiffon with the belching gas, acids and sourness. When
movement of the figure, a though It your stomach Is all upset, here is inwere a necklace. Beneath it, and hug- stant relief No waiting
'
ging the bust In the eighteenth century manner, is a bodice with a rounded decolletage.
There will be an oblong Renaissance
neckline that reaches from shoulder to
shoulder, cut on a tight satin bodice,
and over that will be swung a looser
bodice of colored chiffon or tulle which
is high at the back and has a long,
rounded line In front that drops to the
waist.
Black and 6eal brown velvet afternoon gowns have the Queen Anne decolletage, which follows the exact line
where the neck Is placed on the body,
until It gets to the' collar bone, where
It dips into a straight, open space half
way to the waist. This is outlined
with fur. Again, it may be outlined
'
with Venetian point.
The delta decolletage is considered
the most becoming of all for evening
wear.
Get out any picture of Elizabethan times atjd you will see what Is
meant In that gorgeous era ' the
women wore a Jeweled piece of open
net 6ver the shoulder to the base of
the neck at each side, and then the
decolletage upread downward and out-

Headaches, Billons Attacks, Indigestion, see
enred by taking May Apple, Aloe, Jalap made
lato Pleasant Pellets (Dr. Pierce's). Adv.

M

i

DOAN'S WAV
FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Hooked to Daalh!
This may happen If your eattle have horns, or
they may Injure esx-- otherandkeeptliewhole
herd excited. BIS HUMANE. Prevent boms
growing while calves are young. It means a
contented and more profitable herd. Use

r

DR. DAVID ROBERTS

iua,ii á.iá.n,or

... a
At otir dealers
POSTPAID 60c
Consult Da. DAVID KOBEKTS
About all animal alimenta. In
formation free. Send for prlre
11 Ht of medietnes
and ret i'K KB
eopv of The Cattle SpadaHat" with nill Information on AnarlioD n) tiows. l.R.PAVtl) ROBhS TS
VE1ER1NARK CO . 100 Crawl Ave., Wauitsha, W.

W. N. V., DENVER, NO.
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U. S. Public Health Service Issues

at side.
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J.

Official Health Bulletin
on Influenza.

S. Horton

Solano New Mexico
LATEST WORD ON SUBJECT.
MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS AND RANCHES
I am still in the buisness bigEpidemic Probably Not Spanish In
ger than ever, and am in. a posiOrigin Germ Still Unknown People Should Guard Against "Droplet
tion to pny you ou your loan as
Infection" Surgeon General Blue
quick as any other Co. that is doMakes Authoritative Statement
ing buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are made to please
you not ourselves.
Washington, D. C (Special.) AlKing Alfonso of Spain was
though
J. E. Wildman, Loan Agency,

MS AIMED

I

Demure Little Goat There With

thefia'pin.
a Result a Very Surprised and D!s- consolata Dog "Stood Not Upon
the Order of His Going," but
Fled Hastily.

As
-

My Nancy Is as trim and charming
a little goat as you ever wish to see.
d
She wears a
coat with
cream trimmings, has confiding ways,
and yet a gentle dignity, withal, which
should protect her. Since she dedicat-

I

iawn-colore-

ed herself to tending the yearling colts
in the barnyard shé has seen little of
the outside world. Indeed she Is one
Íthé leasl sophisticated of her kind.
I had a rlgh to be alarmed when
a dissolute VSgabond of a dog leaped
over the fence and began harrying the
colts; much more was I troubled when
Nancy arose from a siesta in the hay
, loft and lightly dropped
from the hay
floor to the ground. For that degenerate collie fastened upon her a lust
ful eye ; the twitch of his nostril boded
111 from the, start
And yet he should
have misdoubted a creature of such
gymnastic ability, however much she
emelled like a simple sheep.
He boldly approached her ; she tried
to discourage his attentions and set a
good example to the colts by maintaining a cold and unseeing gaze. He
tame the closer. Now she stepped
away, stiffly, very much on her dignity.
He followed up. She stood stiU, obtrusively turning her back to his attentions. This disconcerted him; he had
planned to catch her by the throat
Cautiously he edged over to the side;
she let Wra come. He gathered hlnh
Self to leap upon her.
Then as he
arose, she flashed about; he landed
Will his diaphragm poised on her slender horns.
A fatal Injury was not within her
power, but It was not needed. He
sprawled to earth with an anguished
yelp, lit running, and cleared the giite
at his second leap. That was no gay
deceiver, no masterful betrayer,
of his allure, that fleeting
form which spurted gravel behind each
eager stride.
3Nttney watched it go. There seemed
almost an expression of regret In' her
amber eyes ; she twiddled an Impatient
tall,: then, primmer than ever, went to
finish her nap. But a diversion had
been welcome In the virtuous monotony
"of ber days and the good old hatpin
trick worked again. John Breck in Detroit Free Press. .
,

nt

Insisted Neighbor Was "Devil."
She was a motherly old soul who
wore glasses and she Insisted, vehemently, that "that woman next door
was a regular devil."
And when, the police court complaint clerk asked her to explain further she said: "She's a eplrltualist
She sits up all night putting evil
thoughts into my head. She won't le
roe sleep."
It was a declaration that made the
woman next the motherly eld soul at
the counter open one eye wide In
amazement
That woman couldn't
open both eyes, for her husband had
blacked and closed one. The complaint clerk tried to soothe
the motherly old woman, but she kept
on Insisting that her neighbor sat up
Bights transferring evil thought from
She wanted
bedroom to bedroom.
something done, she said, for, as she
Insisted over and over, "No decent person can do that."
The clerk had to humor her and It
was a long time before he finally got
rid of her. Detroit Free Press.
(

Trouble on Parnassus.
'
The roetry Society of America
to be stumped.
Its constitution
falls to provide for the dropping of a
of
member except for
There is no provision giving
duos.
power to expel writers of free verse
or even bad ver.se. Ami now the executive committee wishes to erase from
fne society' roster the nnme of one
who bus, In his dny, written good
poetry, but who, it is alleged, has
been so piitrlotle as the executive committee thinks he should have been. In

nt
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Church Directory

one of the victims of the Influenza epidemic lu 1893 and ngain this summer,
Spanish
authorities repudiate any
claim to Influenza as a "Spanish" disease. If the people of this country do
not take enre the epidemic will
so widespread throughout the
United States that soon we shall hear
the disease called "American" Influ'
enza.
In response to a request for definite
Information concerning Spanishinfluenza, Surgeon General Itupert Blue of
the U. S. Public Health Service has
aulhorlzed the following official Inter-

view:
What
something

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. Ml
at; Christian Church.
; Your

,

--

presence

.',

.".

S--

FRESlt MILK COW for SALE
on 12 months time. Young calf

MKRTOA.

CAESAR'S STEPS

Campaigns Today Have Many Striking Points of Similarity to Those
Fought by the Great Roman
.
Conqueror.

n

U

A

turn to "Alice In" Wonderland," where
tha King of Hearts reads out rulé 140, 111
"one cf our oldest rules," which forbade anybody more than 40 feet high
attending In a courtroom. Let It b
held that the offending poet la physl Allies Fight Germans on Ground
cally not prosodically too short fit
He Made Famous. '
too, long. Newjfork Post.

ADVICE Oil FLU

paSubsribe to your home-towDELAY.
DON'T
per, the

EVANISH--

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

-

G. R.

necessary.

.

Abernathy,

Suptt
'

CHRISTIAN

.

'

Have you seen the Ford Model T One Ton
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. "A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
Ford motor, and a direct worm drive, this
truck will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars; the supreme
value from point of effective service andlow

Is

I,

ROY

-

ú bunday of each"
Services
Over the same ground where Caesnr
fought nearly 2,000 years ago, and
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM,
with many implements of war remark4th Sunday of each month ati
ably like those used by his army, the
11.00
a. m, and 8.00 p. m.
allies are fighting the Germans today,
says a writer In Pittsburgh DisCommunion .seryice at the morn-tin- g
patch. The foe Is the same In cruelty
service.
'
nnd In overbearing nature, as any
PLEASANT VIEW
school boy or girl who has rend the
cost of operation and maintenance. The Ford
commentaries of the great Roman genSunday each Month at 3,;.
First
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
eral can toll you. How history repeats
P.m.
.
Itself nnd how Important ns well
We'll assist buyers on the body question.
as Interesting is the study of the
MILLS :
Come in and let's talk it over.
Latin language become, since the war
Sunday
3rd
at 11,00 a. m. 8PM.'
Is Illustrated In tolling fashion by a
O. W. Hearn, Pastor. .
classical exhibit in the University of
Pittsburgh. '
In the exhibit, which was arranged
BAPTJST
under the direction of B. L. Ullrann of
Is
a
association,
Classical
tho Stite
First Sunday in each month.
model of a bridge built over the P.hlne
11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M;
Services
by Caesar. It was made from the deCaesur.
given
by
W.
scription
A.. Dawn, Pastor.Rev.
The bridge Is almost exactly like the
temporary bridge the soldiers at
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Plattsburg are now being taught to
at 10 A.M. each "Sunday,-- .
make and on which they expect to
cross the Rhine as they go Into the doL. Gunn, .Superintedent.'
. P.
main of the kaiser.
The Roman balllsta, used to throw
CATHOLIC
stones at the enemy, Is made exactly
on the same principle as the machine
Mass twice each month 2d and
used today to throw trench bombs.
4th Sundays ' at the Catholics
Modern springs now take the place of
Aero-Plan- e
Roy.NfM".
Church.
the twisted rawhide with which momentum was obtained by the Roman
Masses: 8 andlOúa mi,.
machine. A model of the Roman balllsta Is in the exhibit
Service at 7 30 p.mr
On the same principle is the cataReasonable Rates.
At
pult, used by the Romans to shoot arRev. Fr. FEIX VACHOr?,-- .
rows. Several of the weapons used by
..
Priest irt charge, .
the Roman soldiers, Including sword
bayonet,
spear,
forerunners of the
and
are much like those nsed In the presr
C.B. STÜBBLEFIELD & Co.
ent war. Models of all these are In
V
dr
Ir JT,
(incorporated)
models
also
are
exhibit.
There
this
Mrs. O. W. HEARN,' President.
of the Roman soldier nnd of the solMiss Lillian; Grinkr, Sec'.y.
dier of todays both, wearing headpieces
Meets at the Christian Chureh,-- ,
"
óf metal much alike.
Sunday even.-inRoy, N.
The boy who Is reading Caesor can
7 o'clock.,
at
you
wonderful
Reims,
whose
that
tell
A cordial welcome extended l
cathedral has been destroyed by. the
"
visitors.
Germans, was named from the Rami
by
that
mentioned
Caesar
and
tribe
Solssons takes Its name from the
tribe, conquered by Caesar, The
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Commentaries are full of rames made
today
on
familiar by the war going
Regular Services as follows: .
and the schoolboy reads with added
Sunday at Newton School
1st
,
Interest how Caesar defeated Arlovls-tus11 am and 7:30 pm...
won
Germans,
and
kln&. of the
other triumphs on the same battle
3rd Sunday at Roy Christiana
front as that of the allies today. The
Church
like
much
11 a m and 7:30 p m .
he
are
describes
wolf holes
the traps used to ensnare and bewilder
Noted, Tried, Experienced 2nd and 4th Sunday' at Mills
the enemy now.
Other articles Jn the exhibit made by
11am and 7:30 p m.i
Law
students show what a wealth of RoTactor
J. M. VV1LÍSUM,
man tradition Jias been handed down
Prompt and Careful Attention
If you want the services of an
to us. The Roman fasces, shown on
Entrusted
. Given all Business
v
SALESMAN
the new United States dime, Is the
to me
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIUCUITr
original of the mace, the symbol of
whose work has always proven'
MEXICO
power, used by the speaker of the
NW
ROY
satisfactory, it will make you 1st and 3d Sundajs
'
house of representatives. The fasces.
8.00 P. M
Money to consult me before mak- at Mosquero,
In turn, hnd Its origin In the sticks
11 A M..
Dally Thought.
at Bradley,
used by the Romans to flog offenders
ing your SALE DATES.
Every thought which genius and
and the ax used by them to cut off
too
too
No Sale
Far. 2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
Near or
piety throw into the world, alters th
theheads of the worst of them.
Solano, 3, P. M..
world, Emerson.
Large
Small,
or
too
Sale
No
: E. L. TRÁTT , Pastor,
The Halt, the Blind and the Maimed.
The large number of men, women,
You can have SALE BILL
girls, and "boys in Great Britain who
and make dates at the
printed
are receiving wages they never dreamt
LODGE DIRECTORY
New Mexico,
ROY,
of before the war, nre not always unSpanish-America- n
Office.'
Roy
mindful of the wants of others. In
Eyes Tested and Glasses , New Mexico.
fact, many 'of the "world's sad dereCorrectly Fitted,
licts" are benefiting substantially by
,
the good times of their more fortunate
CARUS PLUMLEE,
brethren. Instances of.it are very no- Physician in Charge.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
ticeable in the Black country. On pay
dy saifsicii 9jj
pvi
Meets at its own Hall
may
be
day, in the particular region,
seen wandering to a convenient "pitch"
Every Wednesday
i
Quick Cure for Croup
the malm, the halt, and the blind. Some
Evening
have musical Instruments which they
Visiting
always jwel-comBrothers
perform upon. Others sing, some are
Watch for the first symptom, hoarseblind, nnd others nre minus a limb.
ness and give Chamberlains Cough
They all have caps or othdr reepptades Remedy at once. It is prompt and ef
Melville Floersheim, N. G.
for coppers. When the works gates
Wm. G. Johnson, Sec'y- are open, and the workers come forth fectual.
with pockets full of money, there Is
a variation In the music which can Cured at a costof 52 cents
Rebekah Degree
be described as weird. But Is Is a
"Eight years ago when we 'first mov
great time for the musicians. There
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Is a continual "clink, clink," Into the ed to Mattoon, I was a great sufferer
caps of the poor folk until the last from indigestion and constipation,'-write- s
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
He Patronizes Me!
'
worker has passed their line.
Mrs. Robert Allison, MaJtoon
Evening each month
Utr "I had frequent headaehes and dizO. F. Hall
Put Both on Their Feet.
zy spells, and there was a feeling like
Miss
Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
It Was In the bar parlor of the Spot? a heavy weight pressing on my stem REFERENCES:-R- oy
Dog.
was
subject
The
Mrs.Blanche
the
Grunig, Secy.
rise ach and chest all the time. I felt
ted
Trust and Savings Bank,
In the price of beer, and the man
Every morsel of food distressed
'
Roy, N. M,
Visiting Sisters welcome
who had his glass of cider said
me. I eeuld not rest at night and felt
It was the very best tax he had ever
1
One
of
time.
Citizens State Bank,
tired and worn out a'l the
'
known.
"
Tabkts cured
Mills, N. M
"Since the rise In the price of beer bottle of Chamberlain's
differ--"
I have not drunk any at all, and the roe tnd I have since felt like a
Under new Management
money I have saved has put me on eot person.
my feet--yefairly put me on my
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.
feet," replied the gargler of apple-- "
..'
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Landing

Free

Cars Housed and Cared for
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Influenza? Is It
Does It come from

Is Spanish

new?

Spain?
"The disease now occurring In this
country and called 'Spanish Influenza' resembles a very contngious kind
of 'cold,' accompanied by fever, pains

Coughs and Sneezes

gST

Repair Work
'

ROY,

t

Proprietor

'

V--

New Mex.

ó y G ar a g e

Spread Diseases

J.
ry

to-al-

and LIVERY

Sues-slon-

J. W. BECK, Manager.

As Dangerous

as

In the head, eyes,

Ralson Css Sheila

ears, back or other

parts of the body and a feeling of severe sickness. In most of the cases the
symptoips disappear after three or four
days, the patient then rapidly recovering. Some of the patients, .however,
develop

pneumonia,

or Inflammation

of the ear, or meningitis; and many of
these complicated cases die. Whether
'Spanish' Influenza Is
this
Identical with the epidemics of Influenza of earlier years Is not yet known.
"Epidemics of Influenza have visited
this country since 1C47. It Is Interesting to know that this .first epidemic
was brought here from Valencia,
Spain.
Since tlyit time there have
been numerous epidemics of the disease. In 18S0 and 1890 an epidemic
of Influenza, starting somewhere In the
Orient, spread first to Russia and
thence over practically the entire civilized world. Three years later there
of the disease.
was another flare-uBoth times the epidemic spread widely over The United States.
"Although the present epidemic Is
called 'Spanish Influenza,' there Is no
reason to believe that It originated In
Spain. Some writers who have studied
the question believe that the epidemic
came from the Orient and they call attention to the fact that the Germans
mention the disease as occurring along
the eastern front In the summer and
p

fun of ion."
How can "Spanish Influenza" be

rec-

ognized?

J. B. LUSK
Atto rney

Col. F.O.WHITE

A uc

at

-

tioneer

.

.

'

Plumlee Hospital

,

ea.

x

mm

"There Is as yet no certain way In
which a single case of 'Spanish Influenza' can be recognized. On the other hand, recognition Is easy where
(here Is a group of cases. In contrast
to the outbreaks of ordinary coughs
and colds, which usually occur In the
cold months, epidemics of Influenza
may occur aany season of. the year.
Thus the present epidemic raged most
Intensely In Europe in May, June and
July. Moreover, In the case of ordinary colds, the general symptoms
(fever, pain, depression) are by no
means as severe or as sudden In their
onset as they are In influenza. Finally, ordinary colds
do not spread
through the community so rapidly or Juice.
"Well," said the landlord, "come to
so extensively as does Influenza.
"In most cases a person takm sick think o' that, it's purine on my feet,
too for since this 'ere bloomln' tax 'as
with I ti fluen an feels sick rather suddenly. He feels weak, has pains In the come Into operation, I've 'ad to sell
eyes, ears, head or back, and may be my 'orse an' trap !" British Farm and
Many patients feel Home.
sore nil over.
dizzy, some vomit Most of the
To Do Away With "Rush Hour."
'complain of feeling chilly, nnd
with this comes a fever In which the
Ih ordeV to prevent the rush of
temperature rises to 100 to 101. In workers the British board of trade
most cases the pulse remains relativetramways committee suggests that Inly slow.
dustrial concerns should "stagger"
"In appearance one Is struck by the their times of opening and closing. By
fact tlint the patient looks sick. His taking on nnd discharging work peoeyes nnd the Inner side of his eyelids
ple at Intervals of ten minutes or so
may he slightly 'bloodshot,' or 'conthe cars cou'.d be worked more
gested,' ns th doctors say. There
and there would be a
nmy 1)0 running from the nose, or
stream of j;swrg"rs, .Instead
there may be some cough. These signs
.It; pres'-nrusli r.t certain hours.
of u told inn y not be marked nevertheless
the pntlent looks mid fW'S very
ts

con-irruí- s

t

e.

IO.

.

mis-eradl- e,

El Dorado Hotel

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in theJJ
Main Business District
.

Office and Exchange.
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY. N. M.
PHONE

E

i

at Springer.

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

s

Will find this the righ'tjplac9.

Solano, Mosquero,' Mill?,1 Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Evident Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

Great Acts Live Lt.ig.
act docs not perish with tha
life of the man who perf.rnmVt it; It
liver nnd' grows! up into t'.io livi'siind
nets of those who survive him nnd
A.

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr
i

(Trent

his memory.
liam IUilkrlsofi.

General Sir

Wil-

THE

o

O
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Liberty 'Garage'"

v

-

Al Matters entrusted to dispatched with Promptness and Aocura
Your Business Rt spectlully Solicited

charge

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Gas and Oils:
Welding,

Dec.

Re-bore- d,

16 1918.

V1-S-

Wj-NE-

SEJ-NE-

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

NJ-SE-

El-SE- j;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

the annexd
Statement of v
Read1

our condition;
It reflects the
healthy condition
of a growing

BANK

1918
Dec. 20,
Notice is hereby given that
Thomas F, Tipton, of Sabinoso, N. M.
1012 &
who, on
made
Homestead Entries r.os.
Lot 4, Sec. 6, Twp. 16N, Rng. 24E. &

Will be in ROY Regularly in

future.
His next dates will be

1919

FOR SALE or will trade for
a good Ford or other light
A team of big Mules
car
and good set of heavy all leather Harness, worth $350,

Lots

&
&

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,

Claimant names as witnesses: Dentara Quintana, Petrolino Quintao'o
All of Trementina, New Mexico.
Sabinoso,
Lula E. Tipton,
Watro'js, N.M.
Damacio Delanr-y- ,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Registe:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Ipepartment of the Interior,
Office at Sapta Ke New
Doc. 27,

Land Bargain
320 Acres, 300 acres Plow-2- 0
acres canyon with good
Spring; 2 miles of extra
good fence, Five miles from
town, level road, 60 acres
under cultivation,

$7:00 an Acre,
Will buy it if taken Soon,

Make inquiry of the S--

Money to Loan

U. S. Land
Mexico,
1918

Notice is hereby given that Onofre
N. M. who.
of Roy,
Esquibel.,
on Mar. 1,1913 made H. E. No 017988 for
SEi-Ssec. 12 T20N, F24E, situated
in the SantaFe land district, an 1 on
June 24tb, 1313, made H E. no 016G13
Sec. 7, Twp20N
for lot 4, anl El-SRng. 25E. situated in Clayton landdst,
N. M. P. Meridian "has filed notice of
five year
intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
abve described
- before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
10th day of Feb. 1919.
Ciaxm.uA names aa witnesses:
Federico Esquibel, Adolfo Mentha
Celedón Eequibelf Niebes Eiqai3:l
1
All of Roy, New Mexico
2--

ON LAND

FRANCISCO

Pays on loan day applica-

J. C. Wood,
New Mex.

DELGADO,

Register.

FOR SALE- :- Fine thorobred
Duroc Pigs, 7 weeks old,-- weigh
40 lbs. Prices right.
See T.'Á. Smith, Roy New Mex.
Pleasant View

The Pliimlee Hospital
NEWMEX.

ROY,

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.
Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,
Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
L Visitors anct Correspondence Invited

Carus Plumlcc,
Physician in Charge.
We" also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches.
For Tubercular. Patients.
Separate from the? Hon
''-4

Overdrafts,
Real Estate, Furniture
and Fixtures,
.

-

,

, 31.03

.

5,855.00

Cash dne from Banks,
:

.

;

59,690.40
$189,000.44

Liabilities,
Capital, Surplus and'
33,598.48
Undivided Profits,
155,201.96
Deposits,
'
Reserved for Taxes,
x IPO.OO

$189,00.44

'Í722i

A new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a

J,

25 E. N. M F. Meridian, has tice of intention to make Three Year
fiied notice of intention to make Three Prnnt ia establish claim to the land
year proof to establish claim to the above described, before F. H. Foster,
land above described, before
F.H. U. S. Commissioner, at Koy, New Mex-Ne- w
Mexico.
.
U.S. Commissoner a,t his office

Rane

Reliable Medium of'I Exchange,
y

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Intérior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
. Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. U 1918,

i
: t '
OF FARM & TOWN PROFERT Y & CHATTELS
"'

Farm Loans,

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

Foster,
at Roy New Mexico, on Feb. 5J19
Claimant names aa witnesses:
J. M Finch
P.J. Laiimbauch
Leandro Archuleta Dan Laumbauch
- All óf Roy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
'
'
1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
December 2d, 191$,
Notice is hereby given that jfr?w&- Office in the old Telephone Building, ROY, N. M.
Deliina Aguila', of Roy, New Mexico,
who, on Sept. 30th, 1915, uhder Act of
February 19th, 1909
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
maue Homestead Lntry No.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
f r SVVi SWJ, Sec. 25:
024820,
viiifB at ounia re, iew Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
SEi-SSec. 2fi&NEJ, Sec. 35, Twp.
20
1913
December,
.Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
19, N. Range 24, E. NMPM. has filed
Notice is hereby given that
'
Dec. 21 1918
Lula E. Tipton, of Sabiuoso, N.M. who notice of intention to make Final
Notice is hereby given that
Y
claim
on Feb. "28, 1912, made H-no. 016107 Three ear Proof to establish before
to the land above described,
Stuart B Tipton, of Sabinoso. N, M,, for Lots 2&3 Sec. 6, T16N. R24U,
SEJ- F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
who on Oct. 16th, 1913, made HomeSWi & Lot 4, Sec. 81, Two. 17N. R24E at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
019712
NE1-SEstead Entry No
for
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenJanuary 15th, 1919. ;
&
'i
Sec. II; MVJ-SE- !
Sec. 12, tion to make five year proof,
to esj
Claimant names as witnesses r
Township 16 N, Range 23 10. N. M. P. tablish claim to the land above deMeridian, has filed notice of Intention scribed before Elíseo C. Cordova. U.S. Juan Isidro Romero, Seferino Carcia
toinake
Proof, to establish Commissioner at Trementina, New Flor.ncio Esquibel, Vicenlf Martinez
"
all of Roy, New Mexico.
claim to the land above described, be- Mexico on Feb. 1st 1919.
Claimant names "fcs witnesses:
Francisco Delgado.
fore W. G. Ogle, US.Commissioner at
.
Register.
N.M1. on Jan. 29 1919. Petrolino Quintana,
E. Las Vegas,
Bentura
Quintana,
Trementina,
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
T.F.Tipton
T. F. Tibton, Sabinoso,
Depattment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Damacio
Delany,
Watrous,
N.M.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Damacio Delaney, Watrous,
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
December 2d, 1918, "
Ventura Quintana,
,
Register.
Paradolin Quintana, Trementina, N.M,
Notice is hereby given that
Henry G. Horn, of Mills, N. M. who,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on
June 14, 1915, and July 8, 1915,
Department of The Interior, U. S.
made Homestead entry 023898 and ad
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, New Mex
Sec, 13;
ditional 024275, for
Dec. 21 1918.
i,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Sec 14;
SENEJ,
Notice is hereby given that
Office Santa Fe, N. M.Dec. 21, 1918.
Sec. 23 and NWJ'NWJ, Sec. 24, Twp,
Francisco
Mora, of Sabinoso N. Mex. 21 North. Range, 24, East
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Fresquez, of Sabino ho, ' N. M., who who, on Aug. 10. 1914. made H. E. N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
(Act of Feb. 3, 1911) serial No. 021563 tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
on Nov. 5, 1915, made homestead en
for
and SI SW1 Section 35 to establish claim to the land above
&
try, No. 025064. for J
17 N., Range 24 East N M P described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Sec.25, T. 17N, R. 24E. N.M.P.Meri-dian- , Township
office in Roy,
has filed notice of intention to M., has fiied notice of intention to Commissioner, at his
on
15th
New
Mexico,
the
nake
day of Jan.
Final Three Year Proof, to estabmake Three Year Proof, to establish
1919.
lish
.claim
to
the
land
above
described.
claim to the land above described,
F H Foster, U. S. Com'r at bsfore F.H. Foster, U. S. Commisoner
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mrs. Emma Seaman, Ed. Cheney
at Koy New Mexico, on January 28 1919
Roy, N.N. Jan. 28, 1919.
T. A. Turner,
R. E. Anderson, ;
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names s witnesses:
Miil", N". M.
of
all
.
R,
Jose
Ramon Fresquez
Torr.s
Jose H Torres,
Francisco Mora
s
Register
JTliANCJSCODELGADO,
Cipriano Lujan
, Juan Lujan
Desideró Lucero
Frank Lujan,
All
of Sabinoso New Mexico
all of Sabinoso, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
FRANCISCO DKLGADO:
FRANCISCO- DELGADO, Register.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Register.
Clayton, N; M., Dec. 1, 1918..
Notice is hereby given that
Frederjco Esquibel, of Roy New Mex.
made H. E.
who, on July, I2th 1915,
Sec. 8 and
No. 02(!i5;i.for NWJ-NW- i,
The Roy Drug Store
NWJ-SWand Si SWJ. Sec. 5 Twp
20 N, Range 25 E N. M. P. M.
PureJDrugs, Chemicals and,
'
filed notice of Intention to maka final
. '
Patent Medicines
three year proof to establish claim to
Perodicals"and Stationery
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on Feb, ñlh, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
Adolofo Montoyo Celedón Esquibel,
SJ-S-

4

J;

NJ-sW-

five-Ye-

ar

,

-

1--

tion is made.

Loans & Discounts, ' $122,173.96
"'.
U. S. Bonds,.
1,250.05

Dec. 10 1913
Notice is hereby given that
given that
kereby
is
Notice
Reece B. Gardener, of Roy N, M. who
oníuíy 26th 191 R, made"H. E. No. Chaíles T. Wright, Roy New Mexico
who on June 11 1914 made Homestead
NWJ-NW- i,
0205B0. for
i,
Entry 018001, for EJ; Sec. 7Twp.21N
i,
UWI-Sei,
18N; Range 21 E, N. M. P. M., has filed noTownship
Section' 9,

NEJ-SW- J

EJ-NWJ;

NWi-SE- i
SW1-NE- 1
section J,
Twp. 16 N,
R23E. NMPM. ' has
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
Elíseo C.Cordova, U.S Commissioner
Tremen tina New Mexico, on Feb. I, '19

office

Resources,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

Col. Frank O. White,

Frank L. Schultz,

016406-&02426- 6

Stanfill&Hannali
; of
Tucumcari,

,

Register

1,

now of

'

Grow with us.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Past 14 years in Denver,

December 31st, 1918.

PAZ VALVERDE,
3

Dr. Hannah,

At the close of business,

,

.

Proprietors,

MILLS,

9,

NWJ

-

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.
)

Inquire at the

Sj-N-

Township 20 Noith, Range 25
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Yar
Sc. 13, T18N. R27, E., N.M.P.M- Proof,, to establish claim to the land
to above descri bed
of
has filed notice
intention
make final three year proof, to estab- before F. II. Foster U. S. Commission
lish claim to the land above described, i r at Roy N. M. on Feb. 5 1919.
before F. II. Foster, A). S, Commis.
Claimant names as witnesses:
sioner,
at his office Roy, N. M., on Federico Esquibel Adolofo Montoya
on Feb. 0 , 1919.
Tito Hurtado
Celedón Esquibel
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Roy,- New Mexico.
John Beckman
J.w, Church
PAZ VALVERDE,
E.H. Hughes
John Horton
Register,
M
N
Solano
all of
025134, for NEJ-SWi- ,
SW1.& NW1; SeclT.
SEl SE1 Sec. 20 &

Reasonable Rates.

S--

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

NEi-NW-

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

Jan.4-5&6- ,

Oft PUBLICATION

Dec. 16 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Not'ce is hereby given that
Clarence M. Thompson, of Solano, N. Khbes Esquibel, of Rey, N. M. who on
M. who, on Nov23,1914, Addl. Sep. 11 July 22nd 1915, made II. E. No. 020521
i,
Sec,
NWiNEJ.
191C, made II. E. .No. 018831, addl. No.

Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.

Dentist!

NOTICE

NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION

BANK

To all its many Friends
and Customers,
is the Wish of the
Officers and Directors
of this Bank,

us

Condensed Report of the
ROY TRUST and SAVINGS

New Year

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Garage

'

Prosperous

toAll Lands' and Town Property in

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are.beingj
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Wood-Wor-

in

A Happy and

Mora County.

Repair Work

k;
Expert
J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power JCquipment,

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic,

J. Taylor, Abstracto

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index

Oxy-Acetyle-

Tom.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines

Automobile Accessories,
Repair Work,

8PANISH-AMERICA-

U. Strong, County Treasurer,

Blacksmith & Machine Shop
General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing;

3 HI

S

NY3IU3WV-HSNV-

J;

NJ-NE- J;

Si-SE-

I

.

re

,

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
--

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
v

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
RQY,

2

N. Mex.

.

-

Jan.21 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:,
Herb Davis
J. M, Beard
J. Ni Wright
J. S, Christman
All of Roy New Mexico,
PAZ MA.L VERDE,
Register.

T

.

8

'

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
pec. 10, 191J
Notice Is hereby given thai
of Bueyeros N. M.
Nicklaus Hayez,
who, on Dec. It 1913, addl. April 13th,
made H. E. no. 016014, addl. no. 022931
Sec'. 12 Twn. 19N
for NVVJ; SWi-NEN M. P. M., has
E,
Range 30
filed notice of intention to make Final

Three Year, Proof, tq establish claim
to the land above described, before
U. S. Commisoner
F. H.
Foster,
his office in Roy, New Mexico, on the
Jan. 21, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ben Beller
A. Beller
Pedro Texier of Bueyeros New Mex.
T. E, Mitchell of Albert New Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec.

10

1918

Notice is hereby ' given' that John
H. Hornbaker, of Roy N. M., who on
June 2, 191, and addl. Jan, 4, 191H
made H. E, No. 020214 and addl. No.
021450 for lots
and 8 Sec 1, T
20 N, R 25 E. Lots 3, 4, Sec. 31, T 2IN
R 26E, Lots 1,2,3,4, Sec. 6, Twp.20N R
26E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
Jan. 23, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Virgil Haltom
Lue Poiffer,
J. F. Gibson
J. H. Mahoney
all of Roy, New Mexico.
'TAZ VALVERDE,

Regib't'.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 10 1918

Notice is hereby given that f íH
Tito M.'Vigil, of Bueyeros N. M.
who on Nov. 21, 1913, made II. E. No.
016930 for S E J, Sec. 17, Twp. 21 N.
Range 31 E , New Mexico
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver at Clayton
New Mexico, on January,
21 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
Roy, New Mexico,
i
Leandro Vigil Candelario Vigil
Ignacio Mastas
Tito Hurtado
Abran Garcia
Juan F. Garcia
New Mexico.
of
All of Bueyeros New Mexico
Register.
PAZ VAXVERDE,
PAZ VALVEnrr-?-

THE

FOREIGN

All EPITOPE OF "
LATE LIVE
i

riEVS

CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS. ACHIEVE.
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

AYINQS,
.

Western Newspaptr Union Nave Service.

ABOUT THE WAR
Tie Lithuanian government, because
of the Bolshevik successes In western
Russia, has been removed from Vllna
to Kovno.
Bolshevik forcea captured Ufa, capital of the White Guards, a wireless
dispatch from Moscow reported. They
also captured Stllltan.
Marshal Foch, according to the
Matin, has given permission for thd
Germans In the occupied Rhine prov?
lnces to participate in the German
lections.
Several German army corps have
been concentrated on the border be
tween Posen and Prussia, according
to the Nachrlchten of Frankfort
Germany, it is added, has decided to
defend her rights to the province of
Fosen.
Czecho-Slova- k
troops are moving
toward Vienna and have cut communication between the Austrian and
Hungarian capitals. They have en
tered Pressburg, only thirty miles
from Vienna, according to informa
tion received at Geneva.
Two thousand French soldiers have
entered Budapest, the Hungarian cap
ital, according to a telegram from Zur
ich to the Temps. One detachment
occupied the castle of Count Karolyi,
where Field Marshal von Mackensen
of the German army Is Interned.
ine Kussian wireless service reports a number of successes for the
Red Guards. They have taken Nov
ogrodek in the province of MinBk,
while the Ukrainian Reds have cap
tured Homel. The offensive move
ment of the Bolshevik! continues In
the Reval and Riga sectors.
Fosen is completely in the hands
of the Poles, according to advices
from Berlin. The official buildings
are guarded by soldiers wearing
German uniforms, but with their
cockades replaced by the white eagle
of Poland. The Poles have taken
complete charge, even in the German districts, and the German national monuments have been overturned, after violent fighting.

WESTERN
years has
Not for twejity-flv- e
Texas faced brighter crop prospects
at the beginning of the new year
than at the present time, as a result
of rains and snows of the past two
weeks.
A new minimum wage scale of
$6 a day, a flat increase of $1 a day
for approximately 28,000 employés
throughout the country, was announced by the Ford Motor Company at Detroit.
Victory and peace were the keynotes of the Thirtieth Annual Rose
Tournament held in Pasadena, Cal.,
New Year's day, the yearly demonstration that southern California is
a winter playground.
A freight rate reduction of $15 a
ton for cargo trade from the Pacific
coast to Japan was announced by J..
D. Lowman, assistant director of operations in the Seattle district for
the United States Shipping Board.
The new rate will be $30 a ton.

WASHINGTON
France has warned Germany that,
If the radicals seize power, the allies
will consider the preliminary peace
affairs ended.
The government's loss in operating
the railroads in 1918 is calculated by
railroad administration officials at
less than $150,000,000.
Railroad telegraphers and station
agents were given a further wage
increase by Director General
retroactive to October 1.
President Wilson had his first pay
day outside of the limits of the United
States and the treasury warrant for
$6,260 drawn to his credit probably
was the first presidential pay check
ever endorsed by anyone other than
the chief executive.
Gold production in. the United
States In 1918 fell to 3,313,000 fine
ounces, worth $68,493,000, the lowest in twenty years, and silver production dropped to 67,879,000 fine
ounces, worth $67,879.000 at the
standard government price of $1 an
ounce, the smallest record since
1913.
Preliminary estimates of the Geo
logical Survey Indicate that the quantity of petroleum marketed from oil
wells and field storage tanks In the
United States this year, according to
more than 345,500,000 barrels, an apparent gain of 3 per cent over the record output of 335,315,601 barrels in
o,

1917.

The departure from France of
four transports with 2,000 troops
was announced In cable advices to
the War Department. They are the
Toloa, the Ulua, ha Abangarez and
the Mlnnesotan.

The Brazilian peace delegation left
Rio Janeiro for Havre, France,
Lyman N. Stearns, known as an
authority on the game of checkers,
died at Manchester, Eng.
Herbert Hoover has been designated director general of food relief
measures In restored, neutral and
enerfiy territories, It was officially
announced in Paris.
David Lublnr of San Francisco,
founder of the international institute
of agriculture, and the American rep
rescntatlve on its permanent board,
died in Paris of pneumonia. His fatal
illness followed an attack of grippe,
President Wilson arrived in Rome
at 10:25 o'clock Friday morning. He
was received at the station by King
Victor Emmanuel - and Queen Hel
ena, members of the government
and representatives of the local au
thorities,
Marshal Joffre was elected ehan
cellor of the French Academy, fol
lowing the precedent of according
that post to the most recently received member. Pierre de La Goroe,
the historian, was made director of
the academy.
The international, labor confer
ence, which, according to program,
will meet concurrently with tho offl
clal peace conference, will open at
Lausanne on Jan. 13 and continue in
session for several weeks, according
to Arthur Henderson
From the frontier to Rome the Jour
ney of President Wilson was like
triumphal procession.
Mountaineers
and villagers swarmed from the hills
and valleys to the railroad over which
the Presidential train passed to pay
homage to America.
American Ambassador Thomas Nel
son Page, in company with the military and naval attaches of the Ameritan embassy, left Rome to meet President Wilson at the Italian frontier,
The visit of Mr. Wilson to .Rome was
the chief toiiic of conversation at of
ficial New Year receptions in Rome.
There Is every likelihood, accord
ing to Paris newspapers,- - that, the
peace conference, or, rather, ""a preliminary conference, between the
four great allies will open Jan. 13.
The secretaries of the conference
will be Paul Dutasta, French am
bassador to Switzerland, and Phil
Ippe Berthelot of the French foreign
office, it is said,

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

.

PRESIDENT PAYS

EX-PnESIDE- IIT

Pithy News Items
ROOSEVELT DEAD
STRICKEN

ON NEW YEAR'S

WITH INFLAMMATORY

DAY

niMTtf
VI I Y
", w,
1

HRST1

1

II0L1AGE TO ALLIES

,

New Mexico

W I LSO ft
j

RHEUM
VVeslern fretvaiiaper Union Newa Service.

GRADUALLY GOT WORSE

.a.
Irl

Gathered From All Over

.

YrflR
1

BECAME

PROMINENT
THROUGH
NEW YORK CITY ADMINISTRATION WHEN YOUNG MAN.

Weelein Newajjaper Union Newe Service.
New York, Jan. 6. A telephone

BEST ÍIBieillE

The Roswell city water mains
broke at two points.
A. H. Hilton was killed in au auto
mobile accident near San Marcial.
The Rio Grande below Ialota tor a
number of miles is entirely frozen
over.
Joe Gerhardt has been taken from
Fort Sumner to Roaweli to answer to
a charge of having stolen 170 sheep
owned by C. A. Marley,
A new $120,000 institution, to be
known as the Cipes sanatorium, is to
be added to the number of hospital?
already in the Duke City.
Articles of incorporation were filed
In the office of the State Corporation
Commission by the Longfellow Copper
Company, with offices in Albuquerque.
Mrs. Rufus Hale is held in jail at
Lus Vegas on the charge of having
been an accomplice In the killing ol
James B. Lusk, Jr., of Roy by her hus
band at that place.
The Chino Copper Company paid $1
per share Dec. 31. This makes $4.50
per share in dividends for the year
1918: The November output was 6,464,285 pounds of copper,
Louis Gutman, a car checker for
the Santa Fé, while on his way to
work at Albuquerque, was struck and
killed by Santa Fé train No. 9, 'as he
was crossing the railroad yards
Fireman Fred Beckel was killed and
Engineer Prince and Fireman Mein
tyre were injured when a south-boun-

SAYS

STATESMEN

ion i7o::ei"

At

PEACE TABLE WILL SET
NEW LEVEL.

itrt'i Tirn
I ltd

litll

JOINT RECEPTION

tiiit
(Al
I

Portsmouth,

WAS GIVEN BY

BOTH MEMBERS OF SENATE
AND CHAMBER DEPUTIES.
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I suffered from
inu nam
to wean ai uinea J.
could hardly get
around to do my
work, and as I had
four in my family
nd three boarders
it made it very hard
for me. Lydia E.

Ohio.- -"
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Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
was recommended
to me. I took it
nd it has restored
D17 health.
It it
certainly the best
medicine for woman's ailments I ever
saw." Mrs. Sara SHAW, R. No. 1
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this
medicine and wrote this letter in order
that other suffering women may find
relief as she did.
Women who are mifTerlnz as the was
should not drag along from day to day
without giving this famous root and
herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound, a trial. For special
advice in recrard to such ailments write
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn
Mass. The result of its forty year
experience is at your service.
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Rome, Jan, 4. A big ovation was
message this morning from Oyster
given President Wilson at the joint
Bay is to the effect that Col. Theodore
reception of the Italian Parliament,
Roosevelt,
of the United
and listened with deep Interest to the
States, had died at 4 a. m. at his
President's short speech as follows
home at Sagamore Hill.
"You are bestowing upon me an un
Colonel Roosevelt only recently left
precedented honor which I accept be
the Roosevelt hospital in New York
cause I believe that It is extended to
after a series of illnesses that had exme as the representative of the great
tended over a year. He Buffered from
people for whom I speak. And I am
mastoiditis, an affection of the glands
going to take this first opportunity to
behind the ears. The colonel was In
say how seriously the heart of the
his sixty-firs- t
year.
American people has been with the
News of the death of the former
great people of Italy.
President was received here by Miss
"We have seemed, no doubt, Indif
Josephine Striker, the colonel's secferent at times, but our hearts have
retary, In a telephone message from
never been far away. All sorts of
Mrs. Roosevelt. Miss Striker said that
ties have long bound the people of
colonel had suffered an attack of
our America to the people of Italy,
and when the people of the United
COLONEL ROOSEVELT
States have witnessed its sacrifices
its heroic actions upon the battlefield
and Its heroic endurance at home
Its steadfag t endurance at home
touching us more nearly to the quick
passenger and a north-bounfreight even than its heroic action on the
collided near the southern end of battlefield we have been bound by
Quay county.
a new tie of profound admiration
Announcement is made at the office
Then back of it all, and through it
jf Lands all, running like the golden thread
of the State Commissioner
that there will be a sale held at Mora that wove it together, was our knowl
on March 18, when two tracts, one of edge that the people of Italy had gone
3,800 and the other of 280 acres will into this war for
the same exalted
be sold at public auction,
principle of right and justice that
Believed to be the sequel of the re moved our own people,
cent slaying of Mrs. Henry Coleman
"But we cannot stand in the shad
and a man named Oliver on the Cole ow of this war without knowing there
i
man ranch, Henry Coleman, husband are things which are ia some Senses
of the slain woman, is reported to more difficult than those we have
have killed Frank Bourbonnalse at undertaken, because, while it Is easy
SPORT
Quemado.
to speak of right and Justice, it is
Jess Willard says he will fight
Worry over the signing of the arm- sometimes difficult to work them out
Jack Dempsey If he is guarantee
istice, ending his ambition to go to in practice and there will be required
$100,000
war, is believed to have been the a purity of motives and disinterested
Jack Dempsey started west to ópen
cause of Ernest Dlgneo, a Santa Fé ness of object which the world has
a theatrical tour, after having dis
young business man, taking his own never witnessed before in the coun
posed of Gunboat Smith in the sec
Ufe by shooting himself through the cils of nations.
ond round of their bout at Buffalo,
1
heart with a revolver.
"It is for that reason that it seems
n. y
According to statistics compiled in to me you will forgive me if I lay
Several new boxing bills which
the United States Geological Survey, some of the elements of .the new situ
have for their purpose the legalizing
Department of the Interior, the total ation before you for a moment. The
boxing bouts in the
of
value of lead pigments of domestic distinguished fact of this war is that
state of Oregon are now reported
manufacture sold in the United States great empires have gone to pieces
to be in process of formation.
inflammatory rheumatism on New in 1917 amounted to $36,663,923, as And the characteristics of those em
When the California Legislature
day and had since been more or compared with $31,061,589 in 1916 and pires are thRt they held different peo
Year
meets at Sacramento Edward Lewis,
ples reluctantly together under the
less
confined to his room. The at- $24,614,006 in 1915.
assemblyman-elec- t
from Marysvllle,
coercion of force and the guidance of
of rheumatism settled mainly in
tack
In
court
the
Federal
Albuquerque
at
will present a new boxing bill which Colonel
intrigue.
right
Roosevelt's
hand
and
Jury
a
returned a verdict of guilty
if passed, will permit
The great difficulty among such
Mrs. Roosevelt sent at once for a against two of the four Southern Pa
bouts and a decision by the referee. nurse
village in Oyster Bay. eific railroad men charged with the states as those of the Balkans has
in
the
Many other states plan the same
been that they were always accessible
?'8 condition dl? Hot at first seem to larceny of thlrty-fivflasks of...quick to secret influence;
movement when their Wllaflvp
. ,
. .
l na d arm n. anil
and they were
"
turn
.n
i
tha
fn.
th.
.u.
i Biivcr, ufing snipped
0
irom i.amornia
bodies convene.
worse is Deuevea not to nave come un- - to New York,' valued at approximately always being penetrated by intrigue
of some sort or another; that north of
GENERAL
til last night.
$3,500.
them lay disturbed populations which
In announcing Colonel Roosevelt's
An official Polish delegation has
Charles Springer, chairman of the were held together not by history and
death,
Miss
in
Striker
said:
arrived
Switzerland and will visit
executive committee of the State friendship, but by the coercive force
"Mrs." Roosevelt called me on the Council of
Paris to lay PoliBh Interests before
Defense, has sent out a let of military power.
telephone shortly before 7 o'clock, ter to
the peace conference.
all the County Councils of De
"Now the Intrigue is checked and
saying
colonel
the
early
died
had
that
Mrs. Vernon Castle, whose hus
fense in New Mexico with a circular
bands are broken, and what we
band was killed in an airplane acci today. She did not give me any par- e plaining the program for the estab- the going
to provide Is a new cement
are
am
I
ticulars
leaving
once
and
at
for
year,
dent last
is reported engaged
lishment of bureaus for the returning to hold the people together. They
Oyster
Bay."
to Tom Powers of the Royal Flying
soldiers.
have not been accustomed to being
Corps.
New Mexico has been created a sep independent. They must now be In
Allies Destroyed 200 Submarines.
A Polish army of 30,000 to 40,000
arate Internal revenue district and tire dependent
men, striking toward Berlin, has capLondon. The allies destroyed or revenue office will be
"I am sure, that you recognize the
forty captured 202 German submarines dur- at Santa Fé, from where it was re- principle as I do that it is not our
tured
Frankfort
miles from the German capital, the ing the war. In addition to these moved to Phoenix, Ariz., several privilege to say what sort of a gov
Polish agency in Lausanne was .not! fourteen German submarines were de years ago, according to word received crnment they should set up. But we
fied by telegraph from Posen.
The stroyed by the Germans themselves
from Washington. Adolph P. Hill, as are friends of those people, and it is
Germans the report said, are hastily ten in the Adriatic and four off Flan-ter- sistant secretary of state until Jan. 1, our duty as their friends to see to it
their demobilized troops In
Seven others were interned in has been appointed internal revenue that some kind of protection is thrown
an effort to stem the invasion.
around them.
collector.
neutral countries.
--
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Precautions.

She "I have a perfectly killing nu- .omohile costume." He "Then piénsa
lo not wear It on this trip."
Children's hnndkerchiefs often look
hopeless when they come to the laun
dry. Wash with good soap, rinse is
water blued with Red Cross Bag Blue;
In the Beauty Shop.
"I want soin wrinkles.''
"What about?"
"How to get rid of them."

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remed
for infanta and children, and see that it

Bears them
f first . s
Signature
In Use for Over ao Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria:

tUL7A73Zs;

Every cloud 1ms a silver lining, but
the trouble of It is that the majority:
Df them are on the wrong side.
Few are successful
thelr photograplm.

In

living up

to--

ten-rou-

e

i.

--

The Pershing theater, said to be
the only playhouse in the United
States maintained ' exclusively for
soldiers, and to which admittance Is
free, was opened in New York by
the New York Community Camp
Service.
Battling against a rough sea which
capsized three of their boats, coast
guards from many stations, aided by
crews from nearly twenty naval craft,
had by nightfall on Thursday taken
safely to shore seventeen navy nurses
and 237 of the 2,480 homeward-bounsoldiers on the United States transport Northern Pacific, ' hard aground
for two days on a sand bar near Fire
Island light, according to a New York
report.
"This war has taught the lesson
that those who make the best citi
zens in times of peace make the
best soldiers in time of war," said
William Jennings Bryan In an ad
dress at Baltimore, in which he
made a fervent appeal to the men
in uniform to serve their country as
well in peace as in war. He Indorsed
President Wilson's trip abroad and
praised the" victory won for Ameri
can ideals.
With Lieut. Col. W, W. Merrill of
Cincinnati in command, the entire
52nd regiment, coast artillery corps,
the 402d casual company, the 76th
division cadre and 900 wounded
men and officers, debarked at Newport News, Va., from the transport
Antigone.
The next Liberty Loan will bear
4
per cent Interest, according to
reports in financial circles In New
York. The issue is expected to be
for $5,000,000,000. It probably will
be a short-terissue five years
some think.
.

.

PEACE

CONGRESS

a general store at Bernalillo was
destroyed by fire, causing a loss of

PROGRAM.

$65,000.

Session of Four Biggest Powers Will
Open the Meeting.
Paris. The peace conference, ac
cording to the Petit Parisién, will proceed as follows:
First A conference of the four
great powers. Second Representatives of Belgium and Serbia to be admitted for a study of the general situ
ation. Third Admission of the other
allies for conferences on the problems interesting them. Fourth Pre
sentation of conditions successively to
Germany, Bulgaria, Turkey, German
Austria and Hungary, and the signing
of the peace preliminaries. Fifth A
general conference concerning the
question of a league of nations, freedom of the seas,' limitation of arma
ments and related topics.
All German Agents Ousted.
Brussels. The Belgian minister of
justice announces that all foreigners
of enemy origin who had relations
with the Germans during the war will
be expelled from Belgium.

Hlndenburg and Groener Deposed.
London. Field Marshal von H4n- denburg and General Groener, Luden-dorffBuccessdr, are reported to be
deposed, according to a Zurich dispatch. Both are said to have declined
to recognize and take orders from the
Berlin soviet. "
's

War Cost Serbs 1,997,000,000 Francs.
Paris. Serbia's financial losses, due

The people of the twin towns of
East Las Vegas and Las Vegas ten- tiered a reception to Governor-elec- t
Larrazolo and family at the Elks club
In East Las Vegas, which was attended by hundreds who were anxious to
express their gratification at the hon
or which has come to him and their
test wishes for the success of the ad
ministration.
Governor Lindsey made the last day
of his term as governor of New Mex
ico memorable by granting several
complete and conditional pardons and
commutations of sentence to men in

the stqte penitentiary.' The governor
granted a full and complete pardon
to George Swan of McKinley county,
sentenced in May, 1913, to serve CO
to 90 years. He also granted a full
pardon to Albert J. Saunders, who was
sentenced in Colfax county to serve
two and a half to three years; The
governor granted conditional pardons
to Antonio Sandoval, Wm. Caulton,
Saturnino Longario and Ellis Longa-rlo- ,
and commuted the sentences of
Jacobo Sedillo and William Garretson.
Octaviano A. Larrazolo was Inaugurated as the fourth governor of the
state of New Mexico New Year's day.
In his inaugural address he pledged
himself to support a legislative program which "would provide employment for returning soldiers, develop
and reclaim large areas of dry lande
In the state through a state bonded
system of Irrigation, would entirely re
build the state's" system of taxation
and extend the public service of the
state to include larger appropria
tions to make possible a system o'

to the war, total 1,997,000,000 francs,
according to a Belgrade dispatch to
compulsory
the Temps

education.

Friendship and Good Will
"There is only one thing that holds
nations together, if you exclude force,
and that is friendship and good will.
Therefore our task at Paris is to or
ganize the friendship of the world
to see to it that all the moral forces
that make for right and justice and
liberty are united ana are given a
vital organization to which the peo
ples of the world will readily and
gladly respond.
Desire to Do Justice.
In other words, our task is no less
colossal than this: To set up a new
international psychology; to have a
new real atmosphere. I am happy to
say that ln my dealings with the dis- tlnguished gentlemen who lead your
nation and those who lead France
and England, I feel that atmosphere
gathering, that desire to do justice,
that desire to establish friendliness,
that desire to make peace rest upon
right, and with this common purpose,
no obstacles need be formidable.
We know that there cannot be an
other balance" of power. That has
been tried and found wanting, for the
best of all reasons that It does not
stay balanced inside itself.
United League of Nations.
''Therefore there must be something
substituted for the balance of power,
and I am happy to find everywhere
in the air of these great nations the
conception that that thing must be a
thoroughly united league of nations..
"What men once considered theo

retical and idealistic turns out to be
a practical necessity. We stand at
the opening of a new age in which a
new statesmanship will, I am confident, lift mankind to new levels of
endeavor and achievement."

In 1848 Sir Arthur Garrod proved
that in gout ( also true in rheumatism )
there is deficient elimination on the
part of the kidneys and the poisom
within are sot thrown off.
Prof. H. Strauss attributes a trout
attack to the heaping up of poison
where there is an abundance of uric
acid which is precipitated in the joint
and sheaths, setting up inflammation,
Before the attack of gout or rheumatism there is sometimes headache.
or what is thought to be neuralgia, oi
rbeumatio conditions, such as lumbago,
pain in the back of the neck, or sciatica.
As Prof. Strauss says, The excretion
of urio acid we are able to effect by
exciting diuresis." Drink copiously ol
water, six or eight glasses per day, hoi
water before meals, and obtain Anuric
tablets, double strength, for 60 cts., at
the nearest drug store and take them
three times a day. If you want a triai
package send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce'i
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
"Anuric" (anti-uric- )
is a recent dis
covery of Dr. Pierce and much mon
potent than lithia, for it will dissolve
brio acid as hot tea dissolves sugar.
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small bottle of "Danderine"
keeps hair thick, strong,
beautiful.
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PERSISTENCE, THY NAME IS UPTON

Girls! Try this! Doubles
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Lieut. Con. Sir It. Haklng and his aide of th British armistice commission at Spa, acknowledging the salute of a German soldier on guard duty. 2 Czecho-Slovnsoldiers going over the top In a raid on bolshevik,
trenches In Slherla. 8 Vincent. Astor, who Is to command a yeoman guard that will forni part of Jie guard at the
. ..
.
Falaee of Versailles durtng the peuee conference.
.
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IIEVS REVIEW

OF

CÜRREÍ1TEVÉÍ1TS
Poles Fighting the Germans on
; the West and the Advancing
-

Bolsheviki on

East

-

C.LL CI! ALLIES FC3 HELP
Force Meet Disastrous De-- .
ident
feat at Perm, but Capture
Ufa-Pres-

Wilson Visits Rom
Secretary Daniels' Pro- -,
gram for the Greatest
Navy.

The bolsheviki claimed the capture,
on Tuesday, of the'cHy of Ufa, capital
of the nouholshevlk government In the
region west of the Ural mountnins, and
also of the town of Sterlitaniak, south
"
:
of Ufa.
.
In Lithuania the advance of the
forces was so threatening that
the bourgeois government was move'd
from Vilna to Kovnoy and In Esthonia
and Livonia the Lenlne troops were
moving forward against Reval and
Riga, occupying Romnrshof on the
Dvlna. Swedish voiuuteer troops have
gone to the aid of the Ksthouluhs.
At the time of writing this, news
comes that the Germans have evacuated Riga and that the British have landed troops, under alf arms, at that port
and also at Llhau and Wlndau, the
chief ports .of Courland on the Baltic.
-

'

'.

''

--
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The" allied forces In

;

'the

Archangel
region are still awaiting an announcement of policy by their governments,
but they are not Inactive, having reBy EDWARD W. PICKARD.
So far as fighting Is concerned, the cently defeated the enemy along the
absorbing news Is coming from Poland Onega river and greatly Improved their
Michigan and AVlsconsln
Just now.- The Poles, having enthusi- positions.
astically welcomed the head of their troops played a notable part in these
new republic, Ignnce Jan Paderewskl, operations, which were carried out In
the famous musician, are, following his zero temperature and deep, snow.'
-- ta
.,
lead against the Germans rin the one'
Llebknecht has not yet succeeded In
side and the Russian bolshevlkl'on the
other. They are determined to add to overthrowing the Ebert government In
their state the province of Posen, Dan- Berlin, but the Independent socialist
zig and other parts of Prussia, and the members of the government have been
ousted, and it is now reported that
government at Berlin Is equally determined that they shall not lay hands oa Ebert and Scheidemann are in secret
'German territory. The result Is a agreement with the leaders of the bourseries of conflicts, with varying re- geois party to combat the extremists,
sults. As this Is written a report comes who include the independents, the
that a Polish army of 30,000 men is Spartaeldes and the sailors. The bourmarching on Berlin and that Gustav geois leaders, it Is said, are convinced
Is'oske, member of the Elvers cabinet. that civil war cannot be averted.
The Spartacus group, assembled in
In charge of military affairs, has orcongress, howled down a proposition
dered the Fifth German division to
' '
made by Llebknecht that they take
meet the Poles.- The Poles entered Frankfort on the part In the election of members of the
Oder, BO miles east of Berlin, and also new national assembly. Led by Rosa
Beuthen. in. Prussian Silesia, and Luxembourg, they declared the meet-luof the assembly must be prevented
Bromberg, In the province-- of Posen. In
the city of 'Posen the Poles occupied at, alcosts. Radek, head of the bothe fortress, disarming 20,000 German lshevist mission to Germany, .tells the
soldiers, and the fighting there has Sparlacldes he would welcome an" enbeen- - almost continuous.
Many Jews tente occupation of Germany, because
the Invaders would become infected
are said to have been slain. ,
s
with bolshevlsm and spread its
'..
aEIsiTer,
to
west.
prethe
Kurt
The German authorities admit the
Polish question Is serious and thof it mier of the "republic" of Bavaria, Is
said to be siding with the independent
will be difficult to prevent the establishment of a free Poland. The Poles socialists agulnst Ebert, and Hinden-bur4a. so discouraged by the disorder
are masters of most of the towns and
in Berlin that he has said he would
have cut all means of communication.
It is on their eastern border's that 'Hie support the occupation of the city by
Poles are having the worst time. There the British.
'
-t- athey are contending not only against
England
Returning
to Paris
from
the bolshevik armies In their sweep
through Lithuania, but also against early in the week, President Wilson
the Ukrainians, who are disputing with left for Italy Wednesday evening.
the Poles the possession of the south When he arrived In Rome he was welern part of Lithuania. General Pll4 comed by the king and queen and a
stidtky commands a rather small army host of other notables, and the Roman
of loyal Poles, and General Ilallerk population gave him so enthusiastic a
who commanded the Poles In France, reception that It was evident they had
lias landed at Danzig with a body of made up their minds to outdo the Lontroops; but they are a long way apart, doners and Parisians. The streets and
with hostile armies between them. buildings were lavishly decorated and
There Is considerable demand that the the freedom of the Eternal Olty was
allies extend quick and strong aid to bestowed on the American president.
the Poles, since the establishment of Banquets, official calls and' conferenPoland as a buffer state nat only would ces took up most of his time in Rome.
While he was In Italy, It Is understood,
keep Germany from grabbing the BalPresident Wilson studied carefully the
tic provinces and eventually controlling Russia, but also would deprive the conflicting claims of Italy and the JugoGermans of most of the coal deposits slavs for possession of the lands along
the east coast of the Adriatic.
on which they rely. The bolshevist
menace and the Industrial disorder In
.
-t- aPoland make It impossible for the
When on the same day President
PotwMo await the settlement of their Wilson In Manchester declared against
problem by the peace congress, say the old "balance of power" methods
their leaders. Most of their factories and In favor of the" league of nations,
were destroyed by the Germans and and Premier Clemenceau told the
the thousands of Poles now senH)nck French that he still stood for a balance
by Germany are clamoring for. food of power, the croakers at once discovand employment and In some places ered that there Vas to be great diffi
are taking the law Into their own culty in bringing about a reconciliation
hands and plundering their former em- between the views of the two leaders.
ployers.
There really did seem to be-chance
:
pis
for trouble there; but Colonel, House
Lately the bolsheviki have both lost called on M. Clemenceau and on New
and won in eastern " Russia. Their Year's day he told Mr. Wilson all about
chief loss was at Perm, in the Urals, IV" The result, according ' to hints
which was captured by General Galda thrown out by some of the American
delegates, was that the president was
at the head of Czecho-Slovaand Siberian forces. The bolshevik Third assured there was nothing In Clemen-ceau'- s
army was virtually destroyed and Nikattitude that would Justify Jin
olai Lenlne, the bolshevik premier,
apprehension of any" marked differwho was directing operations from an ences between the entente powers and
armored train, narrowly escaped cap- the United States. Colonel House also
ture. Galda completely surprised the saw Mr. Balfour and found that they
bolsheviki and captured 31,000 men, were In fu'l agreement.
It Is stated
fi.OOO railway cars, 120 field guns, 1,000
that Clemenceau meant that he stands
machine guns and mich other equipfor a dominating league of nations
ment. Ten regiments were annihilated ready to use force to maintain peace.
and the remainder of the enemy driven
ta
across the Kama river.
President Wilson, It was announced,
:

-

g

' '

would be back In Paris by the beginning of the week, and M. Cleinencean
was expected back from a brief vacation at the same time.
Mr. Lloyd
George arrived In the French capital
among the
Saturday.
Conferences
representatives of the allies were to
begin at once. It seems probable that
the number of delegates to the peace
conference will be enlarged so that
experts In certain fn.es may sit at the
board when the things they know most
about are being discussed. Great Britain's delegates Include Lloyd George,
Balfour and Ronar Law, and among
the advisers on special matters are
such men as Viscount Hardlnge, Sir
William G. Tyrrell, Sir Louis Mallet,
Sir .Esme Howard, Sir Ralph Paget,
Sir Eyre Crow é and Lord Robert Cecil
an Imposing list of truly big men
thoroughly trained in diplomacy and

t-

doc-trie-

g

.

a

statecraft

'

The numerous
and complicated
questions that the peace conference
must take up and settle have given rise
to the suggestion that the congress
should be' a continuing body so that future developments might be taken Into consideration and matters decided
that are now too hazy for clear vision.
If this plan were adopted, the formation of the' league of nations might not
be so pressing a question as It is now
considered - by President Wilson and
many others who support his views,
"

''

."

'

--
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General satisfaction .is expressed
with, the desire of the department of
justice to have deported most of the
enemy alleus now Interned for their
pernicious activities.
These men and
women a few, of the gentler sex are
Included were either German spies
and agents, taking their chances as
such, or else traitors to the country
that had given them shelter. In either
cascf they are 'not ' wanted in America-anshould be sent back to the land
they came from or that they served.
There are a lot of others' who 'might
well be deported, but we are too mild-- ,
mannered a people for our own good
In such matters.
'

fa:
Secretary Daniels tells the
'I

.

"

'.

,'

;

congres-

sional committee that his determination to have a great navy is based on
the argument that If the league of 'nations Is formed the United States will
be shirking Its share of the policing of
the wprld If Its navy Is not as big as
Great Britain's ; and that If the league
is not established and a curtailment
of armament Is not agreed upon, wa.
must have "Incomparably the greatest
navy in the world" to defend the Monroe doctrine ahd protect the weak nations. His program, according to his
own admission, is Intended as an argument by. which President Wilson can
bring the other nations to accept the
proposed' reduction of armament. The
Secretary says the president backs up
his policy If competitive building is to
continue. Mr. Daniels' new three-yea- r
building program calls for the appropriation of $000,000,000 to provide for
158 additional naval ships, Including
ten flreadnaughts and six battle cruisers.
-tTwo severe attacks on the administration were made In the senate last
week.
First Senator Chamberlain,
chairman of the committee on military
affairs, assailed the "dilatory" policy
followed in demobilization, asserting

a

that the administration Is as unprepared, for disbanding the army as it
was for the war Itself. He warned his
party- that It would be held responsible
politically by the returning soldiers
If It failed to adopt an adequate program for taking care of them. The
other attack was made by a Republican, Senator Weeks of Massachusetts,
who bitterly criticized the war department for delays and errors In compiling casualties among the expeditionary
forces and for failure to
with the Red Cross In the matter of
forwarding letters from wounded soldiers to their relatives in this country.
-

In

mans,-instance- s,

Mr. Weeks said,

parents were Incorrectly Informed that
their sons had been killed. Also several hundred American soldleus reported as missing by the war department
bad been located In French hospitals
by the Red Cross and letters written

by them had not been forwarded because of an order by the department.
The senate commerce committee has
extended its Investigation of the log
Island shipyard to a general inquiry
into the doings of the shipping board.

T
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game."
Again

beauty

of your hair in a few
moments.

Sir Thomas LIpton, P. P. P. (per
sistence, - pertinacity, perseverance),
has again challenged for the America's
cup. i For 19 years the Irish baronet
has been trying to lift that cup. He
lias built and brought over four Shamrocks. Three of them have been de
Shamrock
feated by our defenders.
IV was on its way across when war
broke out. She lies, in a' Brooklyn
shipyard. The New York Yacht club
seems inclined .to wait till, ip20 as a
more fitting time arid has "so advised
Sir Thomas.
Sir Thomas says it Is the ambition
of his life to lift the cup from the
Americans, "the best sports in the
world." Americans feclprocate his
sentiments and beg to assure him of
the continuance of their distinguished
consideration." Muny of Great Britain's biggest men have come., here to
.bring John Bull and Uncle Sam closer.
Possibly none of thera has accom
plished so much as have Sir Thomas and his Shamrocks. Moreover, it's the
LIpton spirit that won the great war. The whole world turned against the
Hun in part because of his lack of sportsmanship and his failure to "play the
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Yachting ceased while American yachtsmen did their bit. Now
with the eyes of the nation turned seaward, yachtlug: becomes again the fitting play of a people embarked upon a huge adventure iri shipping and
resolved upon a great navy to help maintain the world's peace. ,
:
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDALIST
Within ten minutes after an application of Danderlne you can not find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but wlut
'
'
:
will please you most will be after a few
,
weeks use, when you see new hair, fine
!
(
and downy at first yes but really
new hair growing all over the scalp.
A little Danderlne Immediately dou"'
bles the beauty of your hair. No dif,,
war. Here is the citation :
?
ference how dull, faded, brittle and
"A Distinguished Service medal'
craggy, Just moisten a cloth with Danhas been awarded to you for specially
derlne and carefully draw it through
meritorious service on Belle Fourche
your hair, taking one small strand at a
rlvert North Dakota, November (5,
time. The effect is amazing your hair
1877, at which time you were first
i
'
wllj be light, fluffy and wavy, and ha?s
lieutenant and assistant surgeon,
an appearance of abundance; an Inl
'
United State3 army In that, while
- "
comparable lustre, softness and luxu
serving with a detachment suddenly
riance.
surrounded by a hostile forcé of Sioux
Get a small bottle of Knowlton's
Indians, you succeeded In extricating
Danderlne for a few cents at any drug
the party from a most perilous posistore or toilet counter, and prove that
:,;
tion."
your hair Is as pretty and soft as any
Maus' "act is unique. Three hunthat it has been neglected or injured
dred, Sioux charged upon the white
menTvho reserved their fire. Maus ran out on foot directly at the Indians, by careless treatment that's all, you
yelling like mad. They turned and r.ode? off 'without firing a shot. A parley surely can have beautiful hair and lots
Danaverted bloodshed. A few days later the Indians began a murderous raid. of it If you will Just try a little
'
derlne. Adr.
It took a regiment to. subdue them.
To a San Franciscan, Col. L. Mer-vl- n
Mans, medical corps, U. S. A., department surgeon of the western military, department, has come the honor
of being awarded what is said to be
the first Distinguished Service medal
to be bestowed in the United States,
though a few were awarded to conspicuous leaders In France during the
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Art of Oratory.
"Didn't you ever catch yourself talk
ing nonsense when you were making a

FIRST AMERICAN; JEWISH CONGRESS

speech?"
"Yes," replied
Senator Sorghum.
v"The recent American Jewish con- "You have to give some audiences a
gress In Philadelphia was the first of
few sentences they can't understand.
Its kind. It was characterized as & It impresses them, with a ser.se of ig"most momentous epoch in Jewish norance and tends to mako
trim sort
life." There were 400 delegates repre- of Independent."
senting 3,000,000 Jews in America.
- Judge
Julian, W.' Mack of Chicago,
$100 Reward, $100
president of the congress,, said it was
Catarrh U a local disease greatly Influtrie first time In American history that enced
by constitutional conditions.
It
, Jews of all classes, all groups and all
therefor require
conntltutlonal treatment.
MEDICINE
HALL'S
CATARRH
factions into which American Jewry Is taken internally and acts through the
has been divided have come together Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
to deliberate solemnly and hopefully destroys
the foundation of the dieea,
for the rights and the welfare of their gives the patient strength by Improving
general
health and aaslala nature In
the
:
race.
;(
doing its work. $100.00 for ny case ot
CATARRH
congress,
Catarrh
The
that HALL'S
declared for a Jewfalls to cure. ish commonwealth in Palestine under MEDICINE
Druggists 76c. Testimoníale free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
the trusteeship QÍ Great Britain, acting on behalf of such league of nations
'
Strong Combination.
as may be formed.
. A delegation
"Couldn't sell that graphophone."
of nine, Including
"Too bad."
'Judge Mack, was elected to present
to the Versailles peace conference c
"Tried hard, too. Both the machine
bill ot-- rights, which, it is proposed and myself were talking." Louisville
shall bo Incorporated in the organic laws of new or enlarged states that may Courier-Journabe established; The bill of rights includes these particulars :
All citizens of (name of nation) without distinction as to race, nation
ality or creed shall enjoy equal civil,"' political, religious and national rights.
OLD
The principle of minority representation shall be provided for by law.
Don't worry about old age. Don't worry
The members of the various' national as well as religious bodlesof (name
bout being in other people's way when
of nation) shall be accorded autonomous management of their own communal
you are getting on in years. Keep your
Institutions whether they be religious, educational, charitable or otherwise. body in good condition and you can be as
bale and hearty in your old days as you
were when a kid, and every one will be
glad to see you.
The kidneys and bladder are the causes
IN CHARGE OF NATIONAL PARKS
of senile afflictions.
Keep then clean and
in proper working condition. Driv- - the
poisonous wastes from the svsteu and
avoid uric aci'1 accumulations. Take GOLD
Stephen T. Mather, director of the
MEDAL Haarlem 0'' Capsules periodicalnational park service, predicts an Inly and you will find that the system wii'
creased . attendance in the national
always be in perfect working order Your
spirits will be enlivened, your muscles
parks next season now that peace has
and your face Lave once
come. The attendance of the 1918
more the look of youth and healtV
season fell off from 490,705 to 454,841
New life, fresh strength and health will
owing to the increase in railroad fares
come as you continue this treatment When
your first vigor has been restored continue
and the discouragement by the govtor awhile taking a capsule or two each
ernment of pleasure travel. The bulk
day. They will keep you in condition and
of tourist travel to the national parks
prevent a return of yon-- ' troubles.
There is only one guaranteed brand of
Is by private automobile and held Its
Haarlem Oil Capsules, GOLD MEDAL.
own, the figures for 1917 and 1918 In
There are many takes on the market. Be
the 11 parks in which records are kept
sure you ret the Original GOLD MEDAL
Imported ilaarlem Oil Capsules. They are
being 55,290 and 54,596 cars.
the only reliable. For sale by all
Rocky Mountain National park In
' 7
IruggiBts. Adv.
Colorado led all the scenic parks by
a wide margin with 101,497 visitors.
Argentine women have won their
'V.J
V
Mount Rainier in Washington was sec
right to all the "professions, including
ond, with 43,901. Yosemlte in Califorengineering and law.
.
Hot
nia was third, with 33,527.
Springs in Arkansas, which is medical
Some doctors who take life easy esrather than scenic, had 140,000 visicape arrest.
tors. Yellowstone in AVyomlng fell off
about 14,000. There are now 16 na
CriSBlafcá Eycliás,
tional parks, Casa Grande in Arizona having been reduced to the grade of
EyM infl8me(1 ? '"In
M
national monument. Bills are before congress for the creation of several
sure to sm, vew am f. ,ni
additional parks, Including the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in Arizona and
ouicklv relieved by Karioi
M
Desert,
Maine. Director
Lafayette National park on the island of Mount
íyeEeuetfy. No Smarting,
Mather reoommends large additions to Yellowstone and to Sequoia In Calilust Eye Comfort. Ai
fornia. The national parks contain 6,254,405 acres. The appropriation for Your Drurcisti or by mail COc per Bottle,
For Book el the Eye free write
tu
his vaar a tl 19. 905
liurino Cy Remedy Co., Chicago.
,
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Chamberlain's Tablets
When you are troubledith indigst-io- n
or constipation.itukelChamberlains
Tnhlpt Thev streDstheD the stomach
and enable it to perform it'a function
naturally. Indigestion 19 usany accoms
panied by constipation and 5s afrgra
vated by it. Chamberlains Tablets
g
cause a gentle movement of the
conditiors.
the constipated
bowel-relievin-

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
TION.

AC-

In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
Judicial District
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)S3.

County of Mora
VC.

--

Plaintiff,

G. Parsons,
v.

Defendant,

Guy M. Howe,

regular price regular price
25c a yard
Regular price regular price regular price regular price
25c a yard,
yard
a
yard
40c
a
yard
40c
35c a
35c a yard
!
Special !
!

No.2499.

count of services, labor, time and
forts rendered by plaintiff to defendant in procuiing a" purchaser fop cer-ti- n
land and real estate in Mora County, New Mexico, and that your property has been attached, and that unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
appeal ance in said suit on or before
the fifteenth day of February, A. D.,
1919, judgement will be rendered against you and vour property will be sold
to satisfy the same.
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,-- '
Clerk of Said Court.
(Seal)
By Bernardo Trujillo. Deputy.
Attorney for
Wagon Mound, New Mex.

J. FRANK CURNS,
Mfc

.

é have a limit

-

"r..

Before using this preparation for a
cough or cold you may want to knoWj
what it has done for others. Mrs. J.A.
Kno'.t, Chillicothe, Mo., says "Cham
berlains Cough Remedy cannot be' beat
for coughs and colds." Mrs. 0. Cook
writes, "I have found that it gives the
quickest relief of any cough remedy I
have ever used." H. J. Moore, Oval,
Pa, says, "I have used Chamberlain
Cough Remedy on teveral occasions!
when I was sufferini? with a cold on
nv chest and has already brought a- bout a cure.

Regular Price, 40c a yd.

2c a yd.
ateens,

Special

-

Regular, 50c Special, 40
" 30
" 40c
" 25
35c

the fresh 'political gossip
of tlie State Capital appears
first in the Santa Fe New Mex

Men's odd
TROUSERS,
k0l '

-

Ik

'hildren's

0

SHOES

0"tr"tr

Wü.

SHIRTS,

Value $1.25, to$1.50

Sp.ecial,95c

T1

(S

.oersiieiiiiii

All

'

MENS' DRESS

V We have several Lots of Shoes,
which we will Sell at GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.
It will pay you to come in and look,
them over.

Coats,

All tbe official news of the
State Capital appears first
inthe Santa Fe New Mexican

SPECIAL, 85c,

íve

Towels,

Headquarters

$1.25i j

Catá-liPrice- s,

Turkish

News From

SPECIAL, 98c.

These Prices are below the Wholesale Market of tpayand, if you
will compare them wiA ypur
you will sec that , we
ojg iaving you Mohey imd you
the advantage of seeing
al9
r
tfte gopas QeioFc uujmg.
Many items not listed will bs onsále
so- pome in and look them over.

Special,31yds.$l.

Get Your

Value $1.25 to $2.00,

1

!

regular price 60c a yard

Poor Pattern. '
The trouble with the average self
mode man Is the por selection of his
pattern.

Sweaters

ed amount oí this
Sale goods an
they will; be sold
:tór strictly .Cásh.:

Chamberlains cough remedy

'

Special
7 yds. $1. 19c a yard

Special !
Special
Special!
Special
4yds. $1. 3yds $1. 31yds. $1. 4 yds. $1.
!

ef-

Plaintiff,

Kimono
Crepe,

Calicoes

and

id defendant. Guy M. Howe,
Th
it hereby notified that a suit in attach
ment has been commenced against you
in the District Court for the county of
Mora,State of New Mexico, by said C.
G. Parsons, plaintiff, claiming judgement against yeu for $567.47; on ac-

i

j

4
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Standard ToileduNord Outing
Dress
Flannel
Percales Ginghams Light
Ginghams,
Dark
.

)

...

LOST Homemade Hand las-ke- t,
HAY FOR SALE Nice bright
T.ncas ef Dawson spent
the
at
party
Aad ione. bundle One, Hay, $23 per ton
"Watch"
Roy-tthe
on
The
In
Ogden
parental
Christmas at tbe
Findhome of M and Mrs. Lee Davi3 hmrw. visit naf ..
can.
wiie, ne re A gifttiíd pnzed as such.
15 miles East of Koy.
hir
attended
well
Florslseim's
was
at
leave'
on Dec. 31 at
the;
nlaase
er
at
ET S. Cameron, Koy JN , W
ports more sew here than
receive small reward.
and enjoyed by all present.
nd
Store
'
camps.
s of all patriot-Tho ar.t'.vtt.U
v. .
communis
Mrs. T. 0. Scott
this
of
oeoDle
The
misfortone
Geo.. Lucas had the
T organizations
are reported
prodaw
and
r
by
Boarders,
i.a rrictmasif j tree A.i- tn Mica to loose at nice mare and- - a fine Wanted.
For Sale-- - Rose Comb Rhode-Islani'uHy in the Santa Fe New
a strictly
reason- want
you
and
w
meals
Good!
If
am
cieuit
week,
cow
whicft
t,ast
week:"
pnw
the
gram
Red Cockerels for $1.50
the
uk
Mexican.
MADE SUIT
toafhpr. each child
TAILOR
ot
mtps.
oKio
Enauire
fell
stock,
G.B. Hall,
Enquire of Mrs.
ea-Mw
was crowded by other
'
ivi.. by an experienced Tailor, not a
mo
Koy
in.
Gonzales,
M.
Roy,lsT.
his
Mrs.
CM.
rendered
jart
into the manger arvdi died,;
with
suit
All nuthtntic news of the
ably.
.eat Wr, received over
measures taken by any "Jack-o- f
H. Mitchell and son delivered
jño
Chas.
Wright.
the
from
wire
leased
.n.TWiM;You fan hive it- - 7
Messrs
hvJ mw Mr. T. M. Oiiden this
the
in
uavis
presented
and
Beard
is
M.
KODAK FINISHING
ated Press
Wright, J.
The Roy Tailcr w, 'make it for
week.
-Mexican,
vuuii
New
santa Fe
)
Bros, were business
you.
Notice:- - I will develop
J. M. Beard and J. N. Wright
- G. BERGr ' ST.
r Inst week, despite 'the deep hut.phered
thi3 week, the s latter
and print your -- Kodak roll
.snow and bad roads.
films at lOcts. er roll for
killed one hog which netted 450
TWO MARE.) iSALE
Subscribe Now t to the
slight
had
a
a
Rmwn
t
ícts. ptr
ar
'
nnr! 1 i WAVS old Well developing
pounds.
Leave
iííí.,
pr..
for
paralytic stroke last week, rend
broke- to work a.iv vhere. Priced nrint
Bow-- I
Nellio
a- and
Ruby
to
Miasms
u
Duy-eunaoie
at
her
ering
your work
to SELL, on tim w suit the
man of Pleasant View spent the
or Liberity C: rage
2. years.
or
t'.r
are
two,
one,
Green
"Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John
'hnlidavs
their
sister
with
Rusl Wade rhotogrcfhcr
of a daughter
N. M.
N M:
Kitchcll
'e,
the proud parents
L. N. Pa W EES E, Mosquero. .
Chas, Wright.
$6.00 a year which arrived L'ecwi.
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